
By RON CSILLAG,
CJN

Ten rabbis in
Canada have made the
so-called “blacklist”

compiled by Israel’s ultra-Orthodox-dominated
Chief Rabbinate of those rabbis it does not trust
to confirm the Jewish identities of immigrants.

The list, disclosed July 10, included 160
Diaspora rabbis whose letters affirming the
Jewish status of former congregants were
rejected by Israel’s Chief Rabbinate in 2016.

Rabbis from 24 countries made the list.
The directive applies to marriages, which the

Chief Rabbinate fully controls in Israel.
Immigrants who wish to wed there must first
prove they are Jewish according to Orthodox
standards.

This proof often comes via a letter from a
community rabbi attesting to the immigrant’s
Jewish status. The rabbinate approves only
those whose status as Jews it confirms.

Only hours after the blacklist was published in
several news sources, Israel’s Ashkenazi Chief

Rabbi, David Lau said it
was released without his
approval or knowledge.

The rabbis in Canada
on the list are:

Rabbi Alan Green
( C o n s e r v a t i v e ,
Winnipeg); Rabbi
Lawrence Englander
(Reform, Mississauga,
Ont.); Rabbi Wilfred
Solomon (Conservative,
formerly of Vancouver,
now in Jerusalem); Rabbi
Sid Schwartz; Rabbi

Yossi Sapirman (Toronto); Rabbi Philip Scheim
(Conservative, Toronto); Rabbi Erwin Schild
(Conservative, Toronto); Rabbi Mordechai Glick
(Montreal); Rabbi Wilfred Shuchat (Orthodox,
Montreal) and Rabbi Adam Scheier (Orthodox,
Montreal).

Rabbi Scheier’s synagogue, Congregation
Shaar Hashomayim in Montreal, issued a letter
July 10 calling on Rabbi Lau to apologize to the

synagogue, to Rabbi
Scheier and to the
other rabbis on the
list “for publicly dis-
crediting their rab-
binic standing”; and
for Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu “to take
the necessary steps to
ensure that Diaspora
Jewry no longer
encounters systemic
rejection from the
Chief Rabbi’s
office.”
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Chief Rabbinate says list of rabbis is not a blacklist 
By BEN SALES 

(JTA) – The Israeli Chief Rabbinate says that its list of foreign rabbis has
been misconstrued, and that the list does not imply that those rabbis can-
not be trusted to vouch for the Jewish identities of their followers. 

On Saturday, JTA reported on a list of some 160 rabbis whose efforts to
confirm the Jewish identities of immigrants were rejected by Israel’s hare-
di Orthodox-dominated Chief Rabbinate. In order to get married in Israel,
immigrants must provide the rabbinate proof of their Jewish identity, often
in the form of a letter from a rabbi in their home community. 

Rabbis from 24 countries, including the United States and Canada, are on
the list. In addition to Reform and Conservative rabbis, the list includes
several Orthodox leaders. Itim, the Israeli organization that obtained the
list, called it a “blacklist.” 

2017 Graduating Class of the Jewish Spiritual Learning Institute
(l-r):) Rabbi Matthew Leibl, Rabbi Dan Krieger, Rabbi Aníbal
Mass, Rabbi Ricki Lobel, Rabbi Jennifer Rudin, Rabbi Daniel
Betzel
Rabbi Matthew Leibl and Rabbi Aníbal Mass  were ordained the week-
end of July 1st at the Jewish Spiritual Learning Institute in New York.
Congregation Shaarey Zedek is planning a formal installation of the
two new rabbis and special guest scholar the weekend beginning
Friday, November 3. Read an interview with the two new rabbis begin-
ning  on page 2.

10 Canadian rabbis - including Rabbi Alan
Green - make Israeli rabbinate’s blacklist

RABBI 
ALAN GREEN

Continued on page 11. See “”Blacklist”.

Rabbis Matthew Leibl and Anibal Mass ordained in New York
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An interview with the  Shaarey Zedek’s two new rabbis
By BERNIE BELLAN

Shaarey Zedek Congregation now has
two new fully ordained rabbis: Rabbi
(and Chazan) Anibal Mass and Rabbi
Matthew Leibl. Both received their
“smichah” at a ceremony in New York at
the Jewish Spiritual Learning Institute at
a ceremony held July 1st. 

Both men had begun their studies last
September. In a story that I wrote back
then about Matthew Leibl’s announce-
ment that he was leaving his gig as a host
on a sports radio program to begin prepa-
rations to become a rabbi, he noted that
“JSLI is a liberal oriented program that
prepares rabbis for the modern world.
The emphasis is on ‘tikkun olam’. It tar-
gets people who already have roles in
their synagogues.”

Now that they are both rabbis, it is only proper from now on to refer to
them as Rabbi Leibl and Rabbi Mass, although that might take some get-
ting used to, since most members of the Shaarey Zedek Congregation are
probably quite used to addressing them by their first names. By the way,
Rabbi Mass explained to me that his name “Anibal” is actually a variation
of the name “Hannibal”, the great Carthaginian general who several times
defeated the mighty Roman army in battle. Rabbi Mass’s father was a great
fan of ancient history, he told me. Anibal’s middle name is actually
“Caesar”. But – his Hebrew name is Yitzhak, he says, and that’s the name
he actually grew up being called.

I sat down with the two new rabbis one recent rainy afternoon to talk
about how having become rabbis will change them and their roles at the
Shaarey Zedek. Since both men have had long associations with the syna-
gogue – Rabbi Mass as Chazan for the past 15 years, and Rabbi Leibl in
various capacities since 2004 (interrupted by three years of studying and
working in Halifax) only to return as “Chazan Sheni” in 2010 - their hav-
ing received their ordination as rabbis won’t change their roles in the syn-
agogue very much, they both noted. And, with Rabbi Alan Green remain-
ing in his role until March 2018, congregants shouldn’t expect to see much
difference in the way any of them continue to perform their normal roles,
they said during our conversation.

I turned to them and said, “Anibal, you’re known as a scholar and
Matthew, you have a  reputation for quick thinking, but I wonder how you
both see yourselves meshing any differently now that you’re rabbis? Are
you both going to be having the same roles?” 

Rabbi Leibl answered first: “I would say that we have a lot of figuring
out what to do and we’re going to figure it out as we go along. For the next
few months it will be a little less clear because Rabbi Green is still with
us.”

Many of their duties have become defined in the past two years especial-
ly – since the Shaarey Zedek made radical changes to their Saturday morn-
ing service. “I’ve been playing the keyboard,” said Rabbi Leibl, “and
Anibal’s been Chazan. I’ve been doing the Torah reading and some com-
mentary. Whenever Rabbi Green’s been away he (Rabbi Mass) has been
doing the sermons.”

I asked whether they both deliver a “drash” each Shabbat. 
“You know what?” answered Rabbi Leibl. “I kind of like the way he

(Rabbi Mass) does them. I do commentary during the Torah. It’s kind of
like we both play to our strengths.”

“It’s the same – but different, “ noted Rabbi Mass. “Mine is more like a
motivational talk and his is more technical.”

“Yes,” agreed Rabbi Leibl, “like a text study – a literary study. That came
about because we needed to inject some energy into the Torah service. It
was very passive – to keep people’s alertness and awakeness. It’s kind of a
sports metaphor for me…it’s like doing play by play during the Torah read-
ing.”

I said to Rabbi Leibl that I knew something about his motivation in want-
ing to become a rabbi. (In our 2016 interview I had written: “Still, as much
as he had been enjoying success in his radio career, along with being able
to continue performing a major role at the Shaarey Zedek, Leibl says that
there was something lacking in his life. ‘The last couple of years I realized
I’m not going to be pursuing a radio career; I wanted something more
meaningful. Rabbi Green had asked me whether I’d be interested in being
a rabbi, so it was a natural progression to decide to enter into study for the
rabbinate.”)

In that same story I had mentioned that Matthew had met his wife,
Heather Wadsworth, in Halifax. Heather is now practising law in Winnipeg
with the firm of Petersen King. According to her husband, she is “very
excited to embrace her role as a Rebbetzin.”

Still, while I was aware of Matthew
Leibl’s reasons for wanting to become a
rabbi, I was curious to know more about
Anibal Mass’s decision to become a rabbi.

“For me it’s almost like the congregation
pushed me to take this role,” he answered.
“I was already doing what a rabbi does – it
would be just a title. Except that after Rabbi
Green retires I will have the responsibility
to write the ‘Dvar Torah’ every week.”

“What about something like counseling?”
I wondered. “Do either of you have an affin-
ity for that?”

Rabbi Leibl wasn’t sure how many people
have been coming to Rabbi Green for coun-
seling. “I think that’s an older mentality,” he
suggested. “For my grandparents’ genera-
tion, if you had any kind of a problem,

whether it was in your marriage or maybe your work, those people were
inclined to go to their rabbi.

“I’m not sure whether contemporaries of mine…we live in a society with
a real heightened awareness of mental health, so that’s out there. People
talk about getting help for their mental health. I don’t know of anyone who
thinks of going to their rabbi. We both get calls for a lot of rabbinic duties.
Maybe it’s because Rabbi Green is still here, but so far I haven’t had a
phone call for counseling.”

Later in the interview, after my recorder was off, Rabbi Leibl clarified
what he had said about counseling. In an email that he sent to me subse-
quent to the interview, he wanted to make sure that I included a point he
had made after I had turned off the recorder, when he wrote: 

“It's not that I don't believe people come to Rabbi Green - I do. I'm just
curious about how many people are going to contact me and Anibal specif-
ically for counseling. Also, I think it's really important to include this point,
which I think I made after the recorder was off: Counseling is an extension
of building relationships. We are in the business of building relationships.
We do it every day multiple times a day. In that respect, I believe we have
both done a ton of counseling and will continue to.”

Rabbi Mass noted, though, that he has done some counseling “especially
for people who have come to his conversion classes.” As well, he added –
“for some people who come to my Torah classes on Saturday.” 

He noted  that his wife (Dr. Adrienne Meyers) “has done some counsel-
ing – especially with women who were in his conversion classes. She stud-
ied in a ‘midrashah’ in Israel for a while. She was in the Israeli army. She’s
very humble but she knows a lot.” (Adrienne is an expert on HIV, having
worked with well-known – and now retired scientist Dr. Frank Plummer.)
“She’s actually very good at counseling,” Rabbi Mass added. “She takes
the role of ‘rebbetzin’ quite seriously. For her, it’s natural.”

Rabbi Mass told the story when he decided he wanted to become a rabbi,
he was asked by Rabbi Steven Blane, who founded the Jewish Spiritual
Learning Institute, why would he want to be a rabbi? 

“Everybody likes their cantor,” Rabbi Blane suggested. “But, with a rabbi
– it’s different. As a rabbi you have to step on some toes. I feel my skin got
a little thicker after working here 15 years.”

I suggested that both of them had “excellent reputations as ‘great listen-
ers’.”

“What was that?” Rabbi Leibl responded. (It’s easy to see why he was so
good on radio – never at a loss for a quick quip.)

I continued: “I’ve known rabbis at the Shaarey Zedek who loved the
sound of their own voice more than anything.”

“I grew up here,” Rabbi Leibl noted. “I know who you’re talking about.”

I shifted the conversation to a discussion of the impact that the radical
change to the Saturday morning service has had. Has the number (of atten-
dees) gone up, I wondered?

Rabbi Leibl disagreed that numbers are paramount in determining
whether the change in style of the service has been a success. He did say
that the number of attendees is up, “but more than that,” he said, “we stand
by the service now as being the quality – it’s just like being on the radio.
Because you have everybody tuning in, it doesn’t mean you have the best
show. It means you have the most-listened-to show. We think we have the
best attended and the best show. The changes that we’ve made have
allowed us to infuse what we do best into the service. He (Rabbi Mass) is
still leading the davening. I’m still playing the keyboard, reading the Torah,
doing the ‘Dvar Torah’. This allows us to do what we do best week after
week instead of being bogged down by all of this ‘Well, we’ve got to do it
this way because we’ve been doing it for so long’.”

“But,” I asked, “have you been reaching younger
people – because isn’t that what this is all about?”

Rabbi (and Chazan)
ANIBAL MASS

Rabbi 
MATTHEW LEIBL

Continued on page
16. See “Interview”.



Anne Frank: A History for Today exhibition at Fort la Reine Museum
“…writing allows

me to record every-
thing, all my thoughts,
ideals and fantasies.”

“…my greatest wish
is to be a journalist,
and later on, a famous
writer. In any case,

after the war I’d like to publish a book called The
Secret Annexe.” 

“It’s difficult in times like these: ideals, dreams
and cherished hopes rise within us, only to be
crushed by grim reality. It’s a wonder I haven’t
abandoned all my ideals, they seem so absurd
and impractical. Yet I cling to them because I
still believe, in spite of everything, that people
are truly good at heart. It’s utterly impossible for
me to build my life on a foundation of chaos, suf-
fering and death.”

Excerpts from Anne Frank’s diary (The Diary
of Anne Frank– which, since its publication in
June 1947, has been translated into over 60 languages and read by millions
of people around the world) 

“To build a future, you have to know the past.” Otto Frank (father of Anne
Frank)

An international travelling exhibition from the Anne Frank House in
Amsterdam is currently on display at the Fort la Reine Museum in Portage
la Prairie – 85 kilometres west of Winnipeg off the Trans-Canada Highway.

“Anne Frank: A History for Today” – which also was on exhibit at the
Centennial Library in Winnipeg earlier this year and will be at the Asper
Jewish Community Campus in December – consists of a series of large pan-
els that tell the “personal history” of Anne Frank and the “larger history” of
the Second World War.

On July 6, 1942 Anne Frank, just 13 year of age, became a fugitive, and
was joined by her parents, Otto and Edith, and her sister, Margot; together,
they were hidden away in a secret factory annex at Prinsengracht 263 in
Amsterdam, says an introductory panel.

During her time of hiding, Anne Frank kept a diary, which has survived to
become “a powerful symbol of a young girl’s optimism and vision for a bet-
ter world as she came of age in a time of terror.”

“Her story is the experience of a young Jewish girl, growing up within the
inhumanity of the Holocaust,” says the information. 

Anne and the others in hiding were discovered and deported to concen-
tration camps in August 1944. Anne and her older sister, Margot, contract-
ed typhus while in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp and, in March
1945, “within a few days of each other, they die.” Edith Frank died of
exhaustion in Auschwitz on 6 January, 1945. Otto Frank is the only person
of the eight from the Secret Annexe to have survives. He was liberated from
Auschwitz by the Russian army on 27 January, 1945. 

Anne Frank’s life is the thread that one can find throughout the exhibition,
explained Tracey Turner, the museum’s executive director and curator, dur-
ing an interview in early July with this reporter at the Case House – a
restored two storey Eaton’s Catalogue/Mail order home, where the exhibit
is housed, on the grassy grounds of the museum.

The experiences of the Frank family shed light on events and processes
that took place before, during and after the Second World War. The exhibi-
tion contains many photos of the Frank family that are combined with other
photos and information about historical events.

There’s even a large second floor display cabinet containing a collection
of archival documents, including photocopies of articles from The Jewish
Post (which is how this paper was known, until 1984), on loan from the
Jewish Heritage Centre that depict Holocaust orphans who came to
Winnipeg between 1947-49. 

A small second floor room recreates Anne Frank’s bedroom while in hid-
ing. It includes a replica of her famous diary (secured under a Plexiglas
case) and a few photos of old time movie stars taped to the wall above a
wood desk.

“Just like so many other young girls, Anne decorates her room with pic-
tures,” says information on the Anne Frank House website, which is ”dedi-
cated to honouring the memory of Anne Frank and raising awareness of the
Nazi era and the Holocaust”.  “Immediately after the Frank family takes up
residence in the Secret Annex, Anne pastes all sorts of magazine clippings
and postcards on the walls of her room.”

A 28 minute film, “The short life of Anne Frank” (for children age 10 and
older), runs on a continuous loop on a video screen in an open area, with
some chairs set up, on the main floor. 

“We really were looking for something important and poignant for Canada

150,” Turner said.
“Part of our exhibition
program was going to
touch on important
Canadian values, and
what makes our coun-
try a wonderful place
to live. So, quite a few
years back, when I was looking for exhibitions, I contacted the Anne Frank
House in Holland just to see whether this particular exhibit would available
for us. It’s been touring mostly schools in Canada.

“Having it here would allow us to give public exposure to this important
story. The story of Anne
Frank is such a powerful
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MARTIN ZEILIG

Tracey Turner, executive director and curator
of the Fort la Reine Museum in Portage la
Prairie

Continued on page 8. See “Anne Frank”.

One of the pictures of Anne Frank 
on display in the exhibit



This week’s issue has quite a few items about
young Jewish people in their 20s and 30s  - start-
ing with my interview with newly ordained
Rabbis Matthew Leibl and Anibal Mass. 

But, it was a story about another 30-something,
Omar Khadr, that really dominated the news in
Canada for a couple of weeks.

It started off with the surprising news that the
Liberal Government was caving into Khadr’s

lawyer’s demand for $20 million in compensation for his client (or was it
more than that...maybe less; the Liberals never did say). Poor little Omar -
that innocent child soldier whose rights were so grievously violated by
CSIS interrogators in Guantanamo Bay. 

Please forgive me if I don’t shed a tear for Omar Khadr. Ever since the
news came out that the Liberals were going to offer him $10.5 million in
compensation – plus an apology for having violated his rights, I’ve been
reading as many different opinions that I’ve been able to find on the mat-
ter. I’m not surprised that the Free Press, like the Toronto Star, has been
bending over backwards to support the Liberals on this one. Apologizing
for alleged past misdeeds by governments – and offering huge sums in
compensation, seems to have become a recurrent theme in Canadian polit-
ical life in recent years.

I’m just wondering when Canadian Jews are going to demand compen-
sation for the almost total ban on the entry of European Jewish refugees
fleeing the Nazis in the 1930s. Is there any ethnic group in Canada – other
than perhaps the British themselves, which didn’t suffer grievous discrim-
ination at one time or another in this country’s history? The notion of “vic-
timhood” has become so commonplace within the Canadian fabric that it’s
hard to think of anyone who can’t claim to be, if not a victim him or her-
self, then  a descendant of a victim. 

Which brings me back to poor Omar Khadr. Yes, I’m quite aware of the
legalities involved in the Liberals being so quick to cave into what was
probably just an opening gambit on his lawyer’s part when he asked for $20
million in compensation. I’ve read enough legal opinions by now to under-
stand that Khadr had a solid case, based on the Supreme Court’s ruling, for
some sort of redress, although it’s far from certain - unlike what Justin
Trudeau claimed, that Khadr would have received a huge amount in com-
pensation. Symbolically, it would have done the Liberals far more good to
contest the case in court. 

Further, the negative reaction of most Canadians to the deal given to
Khadr is indicative of a deeper anger that exists within the hearts – and
minds, of most Canadians, toward Khadr. While some commentators have
noted that there is a contradiction in the attitude taken by most Canadians
toward the deal given to Khadr, i.e. a few years ago a sizeable number of
Canadians agreed that Khadr had been unfairly treated by the Americans in
his having been held a prisoner in Guantanamo for so long, yet they roiled
at the thought of his having been offered so much money in compensation. 

The reason for this apparent contradiction in attitudes, however, is fairly
easy to glean: Most
Canadians thought that
Khadr’s  being allowed
to return to Canada to
serve the remainder of
his prison sentence –
and then being released
early in the custody of
his lawyer,  was com-
pensation enough for
whatever wrong might
have been committed
against him. The man-
ner in which the
Liberals handled the
entire affair reeked of
their own uncertainty
that what they were
doing was correct.
Never mind all the sug-
gestions that the
Liberals had been so
compromised by Jean
Chretien’s previous
close ties to the scion of
the Khadr family,
Ahmed Khadr, who
was a close confidante
of Osama Bin Laden
and a co-founder of Al
Qaeda. While that
unsavoury connection

between the Liberals and a terrorist kingpin may have motivated them to
try and get the Khadr file off the books as quickly as possible, Justin
Trudeau’s absolutely gutless disappearance during this entire sordid affair
– leaving it to the master of gafflebab Ralph Goodale to handle the gov-
ernment’s defense of its position, will likely  resonate deeply with
Canadians for quite some time.

Is the Khadr affair a game-changer for the Liberals and Conservatives?
Probably. The idea that someone who was ostensibly Canadian – no matter
that he was only 15 –  was a combatant for a major terrorist organization,
and that his family’s use of their Canadian passports was purely a matter of
expediency (allowing them to take full advantage of Canada’s expansive
health and social benefits), reminds so many Canadians how much this
country’s generosity can be taken advantage of by some cynical immi-
grants to this great land.

The fact that Khadr is a Muslim, by the way, has nothing to do with any
of this. Many Muslims are equally abhorred by the craven manner in which
the Liberals handled this episode. Symbolism counts for a great deal in pol-
itics – and the symbolism that most Canadians attach to the deal that was
given to Omar Khadr is something that will likely come back to haunt the
Liberals in the next election.

As I noted at the beginning of this week’s column, my attention was
drawn to 20 and 30 year olds, other than Omar Khadr.  I happened to have
conversations with two dynamic members of our Jewish community who
have long been involved in trying to engage young adults in Jewish life. 

The first conversation was with Rena Elbaze, who has served as a com-
munity engagement director for the Jewish Federation, the Adas Yeshurun-
Herzlia Congregation, and most recently the Shaarey Zedek Congregation.
Rena has been consistently successful in coming up with innovative pro-
grams that are intended to attract both newcomers to our community and
younger members of the community. When I was talking to her a couple of
weeks ago she happened to mention that the Shaarey Zedek now has a
young adult group for people in their 20s and 30s and that they would be
having their first program on Saturday, July 8.

But then, when I happened to run into Rabbi Shmuly Altein at the Jewish
Learning Centre when I was gathering material for a story I was doing on
catering services offered by Chabad, I was surprised to hear that the
Chabad movement here has also organized a new group aimed at 20 and 30
year olds. The group, known as Chabad Young Professionals (or CYP) has
also just been formed and will be meeting the first Friday evening of the
month at Rabbi Shmuly and Rebbitzen Adina Altein’s home.

Apparently, it’s entirely coincidental that both groups have formed at this
time. Neither Rena Elbaze nor Rabbi Shmuly was aware of the existence of
the other group, but when I informed both that there was another group that
had just formed with a very similar purpose, both Rena and Rabbi Shmuly
thought that was terrific and wished each other well. 
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By

BERNIE BELLAN

10 Rabbis in Canada on Israeli ‘blacklist’
Within the Diaspora, there is an ever increasing difference between reli-

gious Jews who live in Israel and ones who live in North America.  Most
synagogues in North America have been suffering bleeding in member-
ships occurring at the highest rates ever recorded. That includes our syna-
gogues here in Canada.  

Now, ten rabbis in Canada have made the so-called “blacklist” compiled
by Israel’s ultra-Orthodox-dominated Chief Rabbinate. I would argue the
ultra-Orthodox-dominated Chief Rabbinate has no business commenting
on matters outside of Israel. It's bad enough they have so much authority
in Israel when the overwhelming number of  Israelis are secular, but to
come into our back yard and tell us who they believe acts according to how
they want, is frankly none of their concern and only alienates many of us
in North America even more from the ultra-Orthodox. Most Jews in North
America who belong to a synagogue are Reform members.

At a time when political cleavages between North America Jews and the
Israeli Government have never been greater, making Diaspora Jews feel
even more alienated from Israel is not in any community's best interest!
Once North American Jews begin to say, "I just do not feel comfortable
supporting Israel  with my donations since it is not the country I once
thought it was", this will place Israel at a needless great disadvantage.

What  Jews of North America must start to get comfortable with is argu-
ing back. When they put out a blacklist of  rabbis who we love and admire,
we must tell them this has no meaning to us and it is only to their detriment
that they do that.  The authority of the Ultra-Orthodox Israeli Chief
Rabbinate has to be reined in.
Alan Levy
Winnipeg

More letters on opposite page.

LETTER

Short takes



Jewish group calls for 
boycott of Roger Waters

By MYRON LOVE
Roger Waters is coming to Winnipeg on October 22 as part of a North

American tour. For readers who may not be familiar with the 73-year-old
founder of ‘60’s rock band Pink Floyd, Waters has become the leading
advocate among musicians for a boycott of the State of Israel. Every inter-
nationally known act with plans to play concert dates in Israel comes up
against Waters trying to persuade them not to go.

Fortunately most musicians ignore his bleatings and do their shows in
Israel. Among performers who have appeared in Israel are: Paul
McCartney, the Rolling Stones, Elton John, Santana, Lady Gaga, and Bon
Jovi. Rod Stewart played in Tel Aviv in May. Britney Spears appeared this
month.

Rogers’ most recent target was a British band called Radiohead, which is
scheduled to perform in Israel this month. In June, Radiohead publicly
rejected a letter aimed to pressure it into cancelling – signed by dozens of
artists, and spearheaded by Waters and the Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions Movement – and called the criticism “Patronizing in the
extreme”, according to a report in The Times of Israel.

Now, Waters is hopefully about to get a taste of his own bitter medicine. 
Charles Asher Small, the founder and director of the Institute for the

Study of Global Antisemitism and Policy, is behind a new site - wedont-
neednorogerwaters.com - and campaign aimed at boycotting Waters.

As reported in the Jerusalem Post, Small reports that Waters has an
“extensive history of espousing antisemitic conspiracy theories... going so
far as to compare Israeli treatment of the Palestinians to the treatment of
Jews in Nazi Germany.” The petition, therefore, calls for a  boycott of
Waters “until he renounces antisemitism in all of its forms, including the
unjust boycott of the Jewish state.”

Small and his organization are also working with Canadian filmmaker
Ian Halperin on a new documentary, “Wish You Weren’t Here,” (which is
expected to be released this summer, hopefully on North American TV net-
works) which explores contemporary antisemitism and Waters’s rise to the
head of the BDS movement.

In an interview with a publication called TheWrap, Halperin reported that
he has spent the past two years working on the project. He said that he
interviewed top Jewish leaders, the Pope and some important French,
German, UK and Muslim leaders in the world who were not pleased with
Waters’ stance against Israel.

“On camera, numerous of them call Waters an anti-Semite,” Halperin
was quoted as saying.

Halperin also quotes a former Pink Floyd band member as saying that
Waters’ “campaign against Israel and the Jewish people is horrendous, dis-
gusting and completely abusive. Roger has caused Israel irreparable dam-
age.”

The online petition against Waters (as also reported in The Wrap) notes
that the performer “has an extensive history of espousing anti-Semitic con-
spiracy theories, speaking about the ‘extraordinary’ power of the ‘Jewish
lobby’ and going so far as to compare Israeli treatment of the Palestinians
to the treatment of Jews in Nazi Germany.”

Adding its voice to the anti-Waters campaign, the Zionist Organization
of America has condemned a number of leading American companies that
own major stadiums across North America for hosting the former Pink
Floyd singer’s current concert tour and urged them instead to dissociate
themselves from him.

As The Times of Israel noted, quoting ZOA’s national president Morton
A. Klein and Steve Feldman, executive director of ZOA’s Greater
Philadelphia chapter: “If Waters was viciously attacking another minority
with lies and factual distortions, there’s no doubt that he would be a pari-
ah and not welcome at a single concert venue.

“Corporations would not associate themselves or their names with him,
and radio stations would not be promoting his concerts and encouraging
people to attend them.”

So dear readers, I would encourage you to go online and sign the peti-
tion. For those of you who may have been contemplating taking in Waters’
concert at Bell MTS Centre, Don’t!

I would also urge readers to contact Ticketmaster, BellMTS Place and
True North’s Sports and Entertainment and lodge your complaints.
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LETTERS No other option
It is sad to have to resort to the “court of public opinion”. However, I am

grateful that this paper and its editor, Mr. Bellan takes an interest in seek-
ing justice. When a child is apprehended for “protection”, any service
provider must find out very quickly about the child’s possible allergies and
any health issues. For this reason an important step, logic dictates for 2 rea-
sons that the pediatrician, if there is any, to be consulted and to help in the
investigational process. Our JCFS never took these steps to learn and when
the child’s mother volunteered the information and suggested JCFS contact
and continue with the same pediatrician, the agency refused. What can any-
one conclude from this?
Name withheld by request

The myth of private Palestinian land
To the Editor:

In reply to my letter (July 5), Professor Levy asserts that Palestinians
likely possess private ownership documents that grant them ownership
rights to property, yet provides no evidence whatsoever to support his con-
tention, claiming without substantiation that Palestinians likely have the
necessary legal documents. Fanciful at best. And his patronizing conde-
scension of my living 9,263 km away in the comfort of Canada not only
does little to address the issue, but applies as well to his own circumstances
and arguments.

Palestinian claims based on gifts of land handed out by the King of
Jordan during the Jordanian occupation from 1949 to 1967 are not proper-
ty deeds. Land that Palestinians claim as their private property was not pur-
chased. It was state-owned land that was either given away by the sover-
eign power during the Ottoman, British and Jordanian occupations or was
encroached. Arab claims based on gifts or agricultural use are not proper-
ty deeds. 

Professor Levy’s credentials would seem to confirm a law degree.
Perhaps rules of evidence and the rule of law and its concomitant concepts
of fairness have escaped him. Relying on what can best be viewed as sub-
jective notions of fairness does not cut it.
Mel Fogel
Toronto, ON

Ed. note: We received an e-mail from former Winnipegger  Toby Morantz
regarding a story we had in our July 5 issue  about an exhibit chronicling
the Canadian Jewish contribution to 150 years  of Canadian life - an
exhibit that is now currently on display at the Asper Campus. In the story
I mentioned that the family of the late Sydney and Pearl Morantz (Toby’s
parents) contributed financially to the mounting of the exhibit, which is
also being shown in cities across Canada simultaneously. By coincidence
I happened to run into Toby at my great-nephew, Teva Cooperstock's bar
mitzvah, which  my wife and I were attending in Montreal on the July 1
long weekend. I mentioned to Toby that I had a story going into the July 5
issue which mentioned her family's support for the exhibit. 

Following her reading that story, Toby thought it important to clarify cer-
tain points about the CJE exhibit in an e-mail she sent  to me:

Hello Bernie, 
It was an added bonus for me to meet you (and your sister Judi) again,

after 50 some years. I am sorry we did not have a chance to talk further
about the Canadian Jewish Experience (the name of the exhibit). It was
kind of you to put our family (my 2 brothers and me) on the same footing
as the Asper Foundation – but as you would have seen, our name was print-
ed in the smallest of fonts, as it should have been. Perhaps you will be
exploring further this panel exhibit and so I feel I need to correct your
statement that  "The exhibit is the idea of a Toronto committee." That is the
furthest from the truth. It was the brainchild of Tova Lynch, with the extra-
ordinary support of her husband, Jim, both Ottawa residents and retired
from Global Affairs. She initiated in 2015 the idea of celebrating Canadian
Jewry for “Canada 150” and seized the opportunity offered by the govern-
ment to secure space for a museum exhibit. She put together a committee
and, try as everyone did, we were unable to budge national Jewish organi-
zations whose responsibility it is to educate the Canadian public.
Fortunately, major donors such as the Aspers and Belzbergs participated,
but the funding was not sufficient to launch a museum exhibit. I should
mention that Heritage Canada had initially suggested  possible funding, but
the government changed its policy quite late last year. Thus was born the
idea for having panels. Tova  has been the driving force and, with her care-
ful managing of funds, was able to place a number of sets of the panels
across the country  in key public spaces (like museums, city halls) so they
will educate the general Canadian public. 

By the way, the curator, Sandra Morton Weizman curated the widely
acclaimed exhibit the “Coat of Many Colours” of 25 years ago. There is a
CJE  website people can access to obtain further information about the nine
categories of Canadian life in which Jews participated as well as the cross
country venues for the panels and a quiz (try it!):    http://cje2017.com/

All best wishes in your important work. See you in two years for Shalev’s
Bar! 
Toby (Morantz)
Toronto

Story about Canadian Jewish Experience exhibit 
didn’t give proper credit to certain individuals



Margaret Shuckett awarded honorary doctorate by Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Margaret

S h u c k e t t
feels both
h u m b l e d
and over-
whelmed at
h a v i n g
r e c e n t l y
been the
recipient of

an Honourary Fellowship by the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

“I never saw myself in that light,”
says the current president of the
Winnipeg chapter of the Canadian
Friends of the Hebrew University,
member of the national board of the
CFHU and an associate governor of
Israel’s top-ranked university. “The
Hebrew University has been a part of my life for a long time. Both of our
daughters, Nicole and Cara, were students at the Rothberg International
School. But I never expected this kind of an honour.”

The award was presented to Shuckett during the University’s 80th Board
of Governors meetings, which were held from June 9-14 in Israel. In addi-
tion to the singular honour, Shuckett and her husband, Dr. Paul Shuckett,
had their names added to the University’s Wall of Life.

The former Margaret Winograd is a fourth generation Winnipegger who
learned the importance of community service from her parents, Neville and
Grace Winograd. Although one could say that Margaret has flown under
the radar somewhat, in her quiet way, she has played an important role in
several community organizations.

A retired early years teacher in both the Jewish school system and
Winnipeg School Division No. 1 (Brock Corydon School), Shuckett has
served on the executive committee of the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue, the
board of the Jewish Child and Family Service and chaired the March of the
Living. She has also been involved in program planning for the Rady JCC.

The Shucketts first visited Israel in 1970 and have been back frequently.
“We consider Israel to be our second home,” she says.

The couple was invited to join the Winnipeg chapter of CFHU more than
20 years ago by their friend, the late Paul Silver. A pediatric ophthalmolo-
gist and the former Head of the Department of Opthamolagy at the
University of Manitoba, Paul Shuckett has also served as president of the
local CFHU group.

Margaret began her tenure as Winnipeg CFHU president in 2012. She has
served on the national
board for four years
and was invited to be
an associate governor
three years ago.

“We go to Israel
twice a year for Board
of Governor meet-
ings,” she notes.

The Winnipeg chap-
ter of the CFHU, she
notes, is currently in a
state of flux. In the
spring of 2016, the
CFHU decided to try
an experiment in
Winnipeg and Ottawa.
The offices in the
communities were

closed and, in Winnipeg, executive
director Sharon Zalik chose to
retire (although she still serves as a
consultant). Rather than hire a new
executive director, the CFHU
brought in a young couple, Sigal
Kleynerman and Shai Josopov,
recent Hebrew University grads,
for a year to represent the universi-
ty in our community. 

They are returning to Israel in a
few weeks.

“We are looking to hire someone
from our community who knows
our community to handle office
responsibilities and develop pro-
gramming and further raise our
profile,” Shuckett says. “We have a
small board and a data base of sup-

porters. We are trying to encourage Hebrew University alumni here to
become more active and we want to make a big push to get back on peo-
ple’s radars.”

This summer, to celebrate their 50th anniversary, the Shucketts are plan-
ning to take their whole family to Israel. In the fall, they are looking for-
ward to joining 30 other Hebrew University supporters in Europe for one
of the university’s “Live and Learn” programs wherein a Hebrew U. pro-
fessor joins the tour to talk about Jewish history in a specific European
country. The European program will be followed by a visit to Israel.

* * * * * *
Like Margaret and Paul Shuckett, Murray Palay has also been a long-

time mainstay of the Winnipeg Chapter of the CFHU. Not only has he been
a past president of the local chapter, but, in September, he is also finishing
a five-year term as the National Chair of CFHU.

A lawyer by training, who now is a managing director of Quadrant Asset
Management, Palay was originally introduced to the CFHU by Yude
Henteleff nearly 40 years ago. “I was a young lawyer at Buchwald Asper
Henteleff,” he recalls. “Our firm required us to become involved in the
community. CFHU was one of the organizations that it was suggested I
join.”

He recalls one CFHU parlour meeting in the late 1970s which featured a
visit by Hebrew University Chancellor Bernard Cherrick. “He was a
British-born Zionist and an incredible guy,” Palay says of Cherrick. “I was
really impressed by him and I was also impressed by his successor,
Abraham Harman (who was also a British-born Zionist).

Palay’s real involvement with CFHU began in 1982 when Avi Shuv Ami,
the new shaliach in Winnipeg, was the missing piece in creating Yude
Henteleff’s vision of a new local younger branch of the CFHU in
Winnipeg. The Professional and Business Division was the first of its kind
in Canada and Palay asked his friend and cousin, the late Larry Rosenberg,
to join him as co-chair.

“Larry and I made a good team,” Palay says. “He was comfortable being
out front, meeting the public and fundraising. I was happier working
behind the scene.”

Over the years, Palay moved up in the Winnipeg chapter, eventually
becoming president and joining the national board. Much of his focus over
the past five years, he says, has been on strengthening the CFHU’s gover-
nance systems. 

“We have been working to ensure that we have proper audits, nomination
procedures, investment oversight and regular reporting,” he says.
“Sustainability is also a major issue. We have to be concerned with cash
flow and overhead. Running a national organization is very expensive. I
have sat with many donors, large and small, and explained why part of their
gifts have to go toward supporting our organizational expenses.”

Among the highlights of his time as national president, he notes, has been
his attendance at Board of Governor meetings in Jerusalem and reading
aloud the scrolls recognizing Honorary Fellows such as Margaret Shuckett.

“I have also enjoyed chairing gala evenings where I have had the oppor-
tunity to meet personalities such as Chelsea Clinton and Anderson Cooper.

Then there is Rami Kleimann, the president and CEO of the CFHU for
the past eight years. “Rami is one of the most innovative fundraisers I have
ever known,” Palay says. “He has been a delight to work with.”

“And I have made many good friends in Jewish communities across the
country, many of whom I still see when I travel.”

But it is the calibre of the Hebrew University itself that he is most pas-
sionate about. The Hebrew University has long been rated as Israel’s top
university and one of the 100 best  universities in the world.

“The faculty are all top-notch,” he says, “and I have met a lot of very tal-
ented and brilliant people.” 
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Myron Love

AROUND TOWN

By

MYRON LOVE
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MURRAY PALAY
finishing a five-year term as

National Chair of CFHU

MARGARET SHUCKETT
president of Winnipeg 

chapter of CFHU receiving
Honourary Fellowship from
Hebrew University President
MENACHEM BEN-SASSON

ADAS YESHURUN HERZLIA CONGREGATION
Children’s Shabbat Programming Instructor

Adas Yeshurun Herzlia, Winnipeg’s modern Orthodox congregation,
is looking for an experienced Jewish educator to run weekly Shabbat
morning programming at the Shul.

Applicants should enjoy teaching young children, be fun and cre-
ative, have excellent story telling skills, and be knowledgeable in
Parsha, Jewish holidays and Jewish customs.  Classes will be segre-
gated by age: JK - Grade 2 and Grade 3 - Grade 6, and each will last
for 60 minutes.  

Remuneration will be commensurate with experience.  

Please email a cover letter and resume to Rabbi Benarroch at 

yosefbenarroch@gmail.com.
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Canadian/U.S.  news Temple Shalom
A Few Ways to Make Summer Shabbat Special

by Jane E. Herman
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website: 7 Ways to Make Summer Shabbats Special |
ReformJudaism.org

Enjoy a Shabbat picnic. Pack your favorite summer foods and head
outdoors. This barley salad uses all those herbs from your garden, and
it travels well. Wine jelly and frosted grapes are other cool options for
the season’s heat. Here are lots of other recipes for terrific summer fare
with a Jewish twist, which makes them perfect for Shabbat.

Listen to a podcast. To get in the mood for Shabbat, set time aside
on Friday afternoon to sit outdoors – on a porch, under a tree, or in a
park amongst city skyscrapers – and listen to a podcast. Whether it’s a
Jewish story, a performance of acoustic music, or thoughts about the
weekly Torah portion, this activity will help you slow down, unwind,
and feel the anticipation of Shabbat.

Do a craft project. If a summer rain shower forces you indoors on
Shabbat, use the time to make a challah cover or beeswax candles to
use on your family’s Shabbat table.

Read a book in a hammock. Nothing says summer more than sink-
ing down into a hammock with a book. Check out these books for a
satisfying summer read or these if you want to learn more about
Judaism. PJ Library sends Jewish-themed books to your kids each
month, so you can invite them into the hammock to read with you!

All underlined websites can be found through the main website at the
top of this article.

Friday, July 21 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Mary Ann Osinski
Friday July 28 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Linda Freed
Saturday July 29 noon Yoga Shalom
Friday Aug. 4 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Ruth Livingston
Saturday Aug. 5 noon Yoga Shalom
Friday Aug. 11 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Judith Huebner,

offsite with potluck
Saturday Aug. 12 noon Yoga Shalom
Friday Aug. 18 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Linda Freed
Saturday Aug. 19 noon Yoga Shalom
Friday Aug. 25 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Seema Schachter
Saturday Aug. 26 10am Bar Mitzvah of Aaron Bloomfield
Friday Sept. 1 6:15pm Shabbat Service lay led by Patrick Elazar
Saturday Sept. 2 noon Yoga Shalom

Arrest Warrant Issued in Montreal
for Hate-Preaching Imam

MONTREAL – A Quebec judge has issued a warrant for the arrest of
Palestinian-Jordanian Imam Sheikh Muhammad ibn Musa Al Nasr fol-
lowing a B’nai Brith . During a sermon, Al Nasr called Jews “the worst
of mankind” and expressed his hope that Muslims would slaughter them
on . 

According to Sergeant Detective Stéphane Roche of the Hate Crimes
Unit of the Montreal Police Service, Al Nasr is charged with wilful pro-
motion of hatred contrary to section 319(2) of the Criminal Code.

The charge stems from a sermon made by Al Nasr in December of
2016 at the Dar al-Arkam Mosque in Montreal, which prompted a B’nai
Brith Canada  for more stringent enforcement of Canada’s hate crime
laws.

“Today, the Jewish community of Montreal can sleep safer, knowing
that there is a price to pay for inciting violence against our community,”
said Michael Mostyn, Chief Executive Officer of B’nai Brith Canada.
“B’nai Brith deeply appreciates the diligent work of the newly-formed
Hate Crimes Unit of the Montreal Police Service and Quebec prosecutors
on this file.

“This incident and others like it demonstrate that antisemitism, espe-
cially in the guise of religion, remains a serious problem in Canada today.
We hope that these charges will deter future threats and assaults on our
community. At the same time, we call on the Attorney-General to demand
that Jordan, or whichever country is currently hosting Al Nasr, extradite
him to Canada in order to face justice.”

Almost five months since the antisemitic sermon garnered internation-
al attention, and despite condemnation from some Muslim groups, the
Dar al-Arkam Mosque has still  for the hateful speech delivered within its
confines. In fact, the  of the sermon remains posted to the mosque’s
YouTube channel, along with dozens of other addresses delivered by Al
Nasr. Attempts by B’nai Brith to contact the Dar al-Arkam Mosque
received no response.  The warrant for Al Nasr’s arrest comes on the
heels of an investigation , who is being investigated by the Hate Crimes
Unit of the Montreal Police Service for inciting violence against the
Jewish community following a  by B’nai Brith.

Sheikh Muhammad ibn Musa Al Nasr at the Dar al-Arkam
Mosque in Montreal (Photo Credit: YouTube Screenshot) 

Trump-Russia investigation turns to Jared Kushner’s
work on the 2016 presidential campaign

(JTA) – Federal investigators are looking into whether the Trump cam-
paign’s digital efforts, which were led by Jared Kushner, aided Russia’s
cyber attacks on Hillary Clinton’s campaign. 

Members of the Justice Department and both the House and Senate
Intelligence Committees believe the Trump campaign may have steered
Russian cyber operatives to target voters in key states and voting
precincts, McClatchy reported Wednesday. 

Kushner, the president’s senior adviser and Jewish son-in-law, oversaw
the Trump campaign’s successful digital operation throughout 2016. 

The U.S. intelligence community widely believes that Russians hacked
into the email accounts of multiple top Democrats and leaked thousands
of their messages through WikiLeaks. Investigators are now scrutinizing
whether Trump’s team helped the Russian hackers deliver fake news sto-
ries about Clinton – a notable one claimed she ran a pedophile ring at a
Washington pizzeria – to voters at critical times during the campaign. 

One unnamed source with knowledge of the probe said it was unlikely
that Russian operatives would have known “where to specifically target”
key voters. 

Kushner has also come under fire in recent days for being implicated in
a previously undisclosed meeting with Donald Trump Jr. and Russian
attorney Natalia Veselnitskaya that The New York Times unearthed
Saturday. Trump Jr. released a series of emails about the meeting in
which he said he would “love” to learn of information that could have
harmed the Clinton campaign. 
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Manitoba Chapter of Ben-Gurion University
Associates renaming golf tournament in

memory of Nathan Morantz
By MYRON LOVE 

The Manitoba Chapter of the Canadian
Associates of Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev has renamed its annual fundraising golf
tournament in memory of Nathan Morantz.

“It’s a natural fit,” says Zach Ostrove, the
Winnipeg chapter’s executive director. “We
are raising funds in support of autism research
and the Morantz family is also heavily
involved in supporting autism research due to
Nathan’s condition.”

The teenager passed away suddenly and
tragically just over a year ago. Golf was one of
the activities that he was passionate about.

“Nathan’s autism became a big part of our lives,” says his father,
Winnipeg City Councillor Marty Morantz. “When the Canadian
Associates of Ben-Gurion University approached Lisa and me about ded-
icating the golf tournament in Nathan’s memory early this year, we talked
it over as a family and felt that this was the right thing to do. “It is an
opportunity to help raise money for research into this disease that affects
not only the individual but everyone else in the family.”

Ostrove reports that the funds raised at the tournament will go toward
the newly–established Negev Autism Centre in Beersheva, which is com-
posed of scientists from Ben Gurion University (BGU) – led by Dr. Ilan
Dinstein (from the Department of Psychology and the Zlotowski Center
for Neuroscience) and physicians from Soroka Medical Center, who
study, diagnose, and treat autism and other developmental disorders in
the Israeli Negev.

“This is the first ever autism dada base in the Middle East and only one
of two in the world,” Ostrove says. (The other is at the University of
Calgary.) “The researchers are collecting information from different peo-
ples in the region as part of their efforts to find a cure.”

Last year’s tournament at the Glendale Golf and Country Club attract-
ed 72 golfers and raised over $50,000, Ostrove reports. This year’s tour-
nament is scheduled for Thursday, August 10, at Bel Acres.

“We have over 100 golfers signed on already,” he says. “We are hoping
to double what we raised last year.”

For more information about the tournament, contact zachostrove@ben-
gurion.ca. or phone the office at 204 942-7347.
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Community news
story to connect with, and many people
study it in school. What it represents is just
one family’s experience within the larger
scale of the Holocaust. Anne is a symbol of

that tragedy. But, we connect with it in a personal way through her diaries.
Also being an historian, the exhibit shows the power of the written word and
the primary source document as a way to mark history and help us remem-
ber.”

This profoundly moving and inspiring exhibition aims to increase youth
and public knowledge about the events of the Second World War, the
Holocaust, and Anne Frank, she added.

The exhibit also touches on the Canadian participation in the Second
World War in Europe as told through the story of Canadian soldiers, dealing
with themes of discrimination, Canada’s role in major battles, POW experi-
ences, liberation of Nazi camps, war brides, and other related topics. 

Panel 33, which is entitled “Countries must work together to maintain
world peace,” describes how the United Nations was set up after the war
with the aim of maintaining international peace and security.

“However, the United Nations has not been able to prevent the wars and
outbreaks of violence which have taken place in many parts of the world
since 1945 and are still taking place today,” says the accompanying informa-
tion. 

“Nazi ideology represented the denial of human equality: with racism, per-
secution and the mass murder of minority groups as its direct result,” contin-
ues panel 33. “On 10 December 1948 the General Assembly of the United
Nations adopted and proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Since that time nearly 200 countries have signed up to the Declaration, and
thereby committed themselves to respecting and upholding human rights in
their national legislation. Despite the fact that almost all the countries in the
world are signatories to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, these
rights are still regularly violated all over the world. The UN reports annually
on the human rights situation in a number of countries.”

The story of Anne Frank, and the events surrounding her life and death,
also have much to teach us today, says the final panel, which also observes
that the Anne Frank House aims to show how...each one of us can “counter
prejudice and discrimination, preserve freedom, uphold human rights and
work for an inclusive and democratic society.” 

Anne Frank would approve.

Anne Frank: A History for Today runs until September 4, 2017.
For further information, contact Fort la Reine at tel: 204-857-3259; 
email: info@fortlareinemuseum.com; 
web: www.fortlareinemuseum.com

Anne Frank
Continued from page 3.

Senate hears testimony on slashing funds to 
the Palestinians until payments to killers stop

WASHINGTON (JTA) — A hearing of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee considered
whether massive cuts in aid to the Palestinians would help end terrorism or spur a breakdown that
could compound the violence.

The Foreign Relations Committee met Wednesday to discuss the Taylor Force Act, named for an
American studying in Tel Aviv when he was stabbed and killed by a Palestinian terrorist in 2016.

The Palestinian Authority pays the families of Palestinians who were killed, injured or jailed in
attacks on Jewish Israelis; families of murderers receive up to $3,500 a month. The legislation
would reduce certain funds given to the Palestinian Authority -- infrastructure money and debt
assistance, for instance -- for as long as it continues these payments.

The bill now has mostly Republican backing. Democrats have expressed interest in advancing a
modified version, but say its provisions -- cutting all but security aid to the Palestinian police force,
which helps Israel keep the West Bank quiet -- goes too far.

Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., who introduced the bill, launched the hearing by noting that
Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas remains committed to the payments.

“Here’s what Abbas said last week, president of the Palestinian Authority: ‘Even if I will have to
leave my position in response to U.S. and Israel pressure, I will not compromise on the salary of a
martyr or a prisoner,'" Graham said.

Two witnesses appeared, one each arguing for and against the bill as it stood. Elliott Abrams, a
former deputy national security adviser under President George W. Bush, and the witness speaking
on behalf of the bill, said the United States had a moral obligation not to underwrite terrorism in
any way.

“I do think that aid that goes to the P.A. should now stop," said Abrams, now a senior fellow at
the Council on Foreign Relations. “We’ve got to be sure that aid money does not indirectly sustain
the current system. ... The moral point is crystal clear. Now is the time to act.”

Daniel Shapiro, the U.S. ambassador to Israel under President Barack Obama, agreed with the
ends of the bill, calling the payments "an abominable practice." He noted that under Obama, the
United States cut aid to the Palestinians commensurate with the amount they were paying out to the
Palestinian assailants, but it had no effect on the payments.

"It is possible that a total cutoff would be more persuasive," Shapiro said, but argued that it could
also remove U.S. leverage and further radicalize Palestinians.

He also noted that an array of Israeli security officials have said that a total cutoff of nonsecurity
assistance, which now stands at $260 million per year down from $400 million in previous years -
- would undercut security, even if the payments to the Palestinian police were to continue, by desta-
bilizing the West Bank. (U.S. support for the Palestinian police runs at under $100 million annual-
ly.)

"Stability in the West Bank, both economic and political, serves Israel’s security interests by
dampening the atmosphere in which more Palestinians might be drawn to extremism," said Shapiro,
now a distinguished visiting fellow at the Institute for National Security Studies in Tel Aviv.

NATHAN
MORANTZ



My family sat outside a museum, sharing
snacks with some family friends. Their family’s
preschooler offered us freeze-dried mangoes.
My boys, great fans of fruit and veggies, had a
mixed reaction to this novelty. As my twins ate
their apples, I asked where they got these freeze-
dried things.

“Oh,” our friend rolled her eyes. “I couldn’t
live without Trader Joe’s.”

We just returned from a trip to visit family in Northern Virginia, near
Washington, D.C. This is where I grew up, but it has changed enormously.
It’s much more crowded, busy, and wealthy than it was when I was a kid.
It’s true that if you brave the traffic, you can buy nearly anything in its
stores. Sometimes I’m dazzled by the huge number of choices there. It’s a
wide array of fresh, prepared, (and sometimes even healthy) food. It’s
sometimes expensive, but choice isn’t limited.

We have plenty of choice in Winnipeg, and I’m especially happy in the
summer here. Whenever I can make them, I eat salads every day (a habit
courtesy of spending a year on a kibbutz in Israel) and we eat lots of fresh,
local foods. Even so, the choices available in a very big, affluent metro-
politan area can be overwhelming. When I expressed my amazement to one
of my brothers, he said that of course I could get anything if I just ordered
it from Amazon.

I didn’t get into the details of Amazon’s smaller selection in Canada, the
huge distances and smaller population in our country, or the expense of
doing this. I just nodded and indicated that if we needed mango, I’d just get
a fresh one.

Why is this issue in a Jewish newspaper? Our liturgy, the prayers and
blessings we say at services, include multiple ways to be grateful. We’re
grateful for food, for being able to get up in the morning, for not being sick,
for being who we are, for peace…the list is a long one. To be honest, most
people seem to say these things by rote. However, if you do go through the
prayers and think about them, it’s a series of pretty meaningful things.

Teaching kids to be grateful has offered me a chance to remember to be
grateful, too. When my husband and I model a “thank you, Mommy or
Daddy, for this nice meal you made,” my kids learn to say thank you, too.

There are the more rare prayers – for rainbows and seeing the queen, but
there’s also often a chance to say the shehecheyanu, which is for joyous
occasions and new foods. One of my boys nearly crowed the shehecheyanu
on this trip as he sat at the dinner table with ALL his grandparents with him
at once. Then without prompting, both boys thanked their NYC relatives
for driving to see them, too.

It’s remarkable how easy it is to forget to be grateful. We often take things
for granted. For instance, isn’t it amazing to have accessible fresh food that
one can afford? We don’t have to go far to find Manitobans who are hun-
gry, or who live in remote places and don’t have this option: Churchill is
certainly struggling these days, now that the train service isn’t working.

What about clean water? Electricity? Internet? Affordable housing? The
list could go on. It is a Jewish thing to acknowledge gratitude for what we
have. It’s also a Jewish thing to do our best to give to those less fortunate
and who need help.

It’s said that travel is broadening – and it sure is, I ate a lot on our trip! It
also helps us see our daily experiences and lives better. My parents’ neigh-
borhood in Virginia is full of “tear downs” – perfectly decent, smaller hous-
es that are purchased, demolished, and a new “custom” home built in its
place. Sure, the 1950s era home might be dated, but the constant building,

improving, and affluence of the area means that old farm land becomes
subdivided, and all the farm stands disappear. The newly-built urban
homes, within a short walk of where I grew up, start selling at over a mil-
lion dollars US.

So, some might say, “What’s wrong with having more? How about
spending money if you have it? Doesn’t everybody need a bigger house?”
(Or freeze-dried mangoes?) Practising the traditional art of reciting these
prayers, the ones that encourage gratitude, help us be better at thanking
G-d, our families, and our communities for what we have. Reciting the
prayer might remind us that being able to buy a fresh mango is a pretty
good thing on its own. Even further, being grateful for what we have
received might encourage us to help others with less.

It’s true that some people have more money, and therefore can afford to
spend it…but how many bedrooms and bathrooms does your family really
need? Wouldn’t it be better to spend some of it on helping others have one
meal a day? Decent housing? Clean water? Good educational opportuni-
ties? 

Sometimes thinking “small” (about square footage or fancy foods, for
instance) really means thinking big–and helping taking care of many more
in the world who have a lot less. 

Are you behind in reading Joanne’s columns? Joanne Seiff is the author
of a new book– From the Outside In: Jewish Post Columns 2015-2016. This
column collection is now available for digital download, or as a paperback
from Amazon. See more about her on her blog:
www.joanneseiff.blogspot.com. nother 

How much is too much? Remembering gratitude
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Joanne Seiff

By

JOANNE SEIFF

We are seniors
Are we in for a market correction?

Perhaps it’s time we took another  look at the
stock market. For those seniors who are still
invested in the stock market, you could be in
for a difficult time!

With the just-announced increase in interest
rates, the bond market might now be  looking more
attractive. We have had an aging bull market, and
there are predictions that we are coming to an end. 

If that were to happen and, if you are proper-
ly diversified in your investments, you could possibly weather the storm
- if there is a market correction. If you have determined, by now, what
type of investor you are, whether speculative, or conservative, there
could be a buying opportunity if there is a severe correction, and those
blue chip stocks that  are currently over valued could be bought at bar-
gain prices!

There is a risk reward ratio. If you don’t accept a degree of risk in your
investment portfolio, the rewards could be commensurate. Perhaps you can
recall that in an earlier article on this topic, I mentioned that you should not
invest any money in the stock market that you can’t afford to lose. There is
a reason for this theoretical approach. Markets will go up and down, as
surely as night follows day! If you are investing food or rent money in
order to receive better returns, you would likely panic as soon as the com-
mon stock you purchased drops in value and sell off at a loss!

That brings me to another recommendation that I believe in: “dollar
cost averaging.” If that blue chip stock has dropped a few dollars in price
because of volatile market activity and you have money to invest, then
buy in at a lower price per share. In a perfect world all of your stocks will
increase in value! But we don’t live in a perfect world. If you keep track
of your investments and your gains far exceed your losses, you are doing
just as well as any successful businessman!

Personally, I watch BNN (the Business News Network, Channel 122 on
Shaw Cable) daily to find out what’s new on the stock markets. That
doesn’t mean that I accept all of their recommendations. I do my own
research, with the help of TD Waterhouse Discount Brokers, and I check
he Toronto Globe and Mail daily.

That brings me to the seniors who don’t have a clue as to what’s going
on in the markets. If you’re someone like that, you should use a
Professional Financial Advisor, preferably one that has been recom-
mended to you by a friend who has had successful results with someone
in that category! But that’s not enough; you need to monitor regularly
what that person is doing with your hard earned money!

It’s experimental. If you are going to try to do it yourself be prepared
to lose money in order to gain an education. Who said it would be free?

I’ve always been amused by one liners that give us a little smile:
A fellow hears knocking at the door, opens it and is asked: “Are you a

Jehovah’s Witness?” 
He replies: “I didn’t even see the accident.”
Rodney Dangerfield says to his wife: “ I would like to die in bed.”
She says: “What, again?”

By

HARRY WARREN

Chabad creates new group for
young professionals

While I was speaking with Alla Golinkin at the Jewish Learning Centre
(See page 10) about catering services available through Chabad, Rabbi
Shmuly Altein came by and mentioned to me that he and his wife Adina
had just begun something new in their own home the first Friday of each
month. What the Alteins have started is a new group catering to young
Jewish professionals in Winnipeg who are in their 20s and 30s.

Know as “Chabad Young Professionals” (CYP for short), what those
who will be coming will experience is an opportunity to meet with other
young Jews prior to Erev Shabbat, and partake in a “Kabbalat Shabbat”,
followed by hors d’oeuvre and cocktails. Rabbi Altein said that he and his
wife had remodeled their home to create one room especially designed to
hold a group of up to 100 people precisely with “meet-ups” like this new
Friday gathering in mind.

“Our vision,” Rabbi Altein said, “is to have a spiritual component and
a networking component.” For more information about CYP, contact
Rabbi Altein at jli@chabadwinnipeg.org.



Delicious kosher food available at Chabad Winnipeg
By BERNIE BELLAN

Winnipeg may lack a kosher butcher shop and not one hotel or conven-
tion facility that has a kosher kitchen, but in the past few years we’ve seen
a sizeable growth in smaller kosher catering services. 

In other issues of this paper we’ve reported on the success that Bermax
Caffé & Bistro has had providing delicious kosher food in a comfortable
and modern setting. Just in the past month we’re also glad to report that
Desserts Plus has reopened at its new location on King Edward Street,
where it has both a store and café (although the status of Dessert Plus’s
kosher certification at its new location remains unclear as of press time).

In addition to those two venues, which offer customers a chance to sit
down and enjoy a kosher meal right on the premises, the Shaarey Zedek
and Etz Chayim synagogues also offer kosher catering.

In the past three years, moreover, we’ve had the opportunity to enjoy
meals prepared in the Chabad Lubavitch’s own kitchen at the Jewish
Learning Centre, 1845 Mathers Avenue. Those meals have invariably been
superb, offering a fine selection of dishes, including many meat and chick-
en ones. This past Passover, for instance, we were treated to a fabulous buf-
fet meal at the Chabad seder, and a couple of months later, we were able to
enjoy another delicious meal at the Talmud Torah – Beth Jacob Synagogue
Annual Dinner. Both dinners were prepared under the supervision of Alla
Golinkin, who is the head cook at Chabad.

Alla, who came to Canada from Israel in 2010, has been working for
Chabad since 2014. She told me that the very first meal she prepared there
was the 2014 seder. After that very successful foray into large-scale cater-
ing – which was greeted with great enthusiasm by anyone who was at that
seder, Alla began working full-time for Chabad, gradually expanding the
range of foods that are now offered there.

In the past three years Alla has been kept busy providing catering for a
great many different functions, either in the Jewish Learning Centre itself
– such as brises, bar mitzvahs, and the occasional wedding - or at outside
locations, such as private parties in homes, shivas, office parties, and cor-
porate events. Not too long ago, in fact, Alla and her team of experienced
cooks catered a wedding at the Convention Centre for 200 people. 

When I spoke with Alla recently she invited me to come down on a
Friday morning to see for myself all the baked goods that Chabad has for
sale every Friday. With challahs, cinnamon buns, knishes, bourekas, and
other baked goods, Chabad has been enjoying increasing popularity with
not only the kosher-buying public, but a large number of other
Winnipeggers who are pleased not only with the quality of the food offered,
but also the very reasonable prices.

Alla suggested that I take a look at the entire catering menu that is now
available on the Chabad website at chabadwinnipeg.org. There, she told
me, I would be able to see the complete list of foods that are available for
catering or take-out.

In addition to the take-out menu that is intended for groups and offers
large servings of such items as soups, salads, kugels, gefilte fish, cabbage
rolls, meatballs, sauté of beef, roast beef, chicken, and stir-fry, you can also
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SHALIA GENASKE
Look who’s all grown up now!

HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY SHALIA
Welcome to the adult world with all your new rights and freedoms.

The world is now your oyster, 
where you are free to make all your own decisions!

CONGRATULATIONS!
We also want to wish you a hearty Mazel Tov on your Grade 12

Graduation from Gray Academy!
We love you so very, very much and we are so extremely proud of you!

Mom, Zaida Hillel, Aunty Carolyn and Cousin Keenan
XOXOXOX

ALLA GOLINKIN, the head cook at Chabad Winnipeg’s 
growing catering operation

Challahs - available for 
purchase every Friday

A typical meat take-out dinner

Tuna wraps - $35Chocolate slab cake - $24

order a single meal just for yourself or someone else. For instance, for just
$12.90 you can have “2 chicken or beef burgers + Salad + fruit cup = Very
Hungry Man’s Lunch!”

Chabad takeout is also available for the High Holidays and Passover.
If you’d like to order something from Chabad Catering , in addition to

going online on the Chabad website, you can call Alla at 204-298-4221 or
email her at kosher@chabadwinnipeg.org. You can also see more of what
Alla has to offer on her Facebook page, “Kosher Takeout by Chabad”.

By the way, we’ve written this article not in return for any sort of pay-
ment, but as a public service to help make more people aware that tasty
kosher cooked food is available at reasonable prices through Chabad.
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Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
Who does not love their mother? The Israeli Yiddish the-

ater’s new production is very positive: the young Hebrew
speaking actors talk about their own mothers (in Hebrew)
while singing some famous Yiddish songs. A major part of
the show is dedicated to all the obvious stereotypes of the
aggressive Jewish mother. My real Jewish mother actually
preferred it when one actor spoke about how his father did all
the cooking, while his mother did all the gift shopping. Oy a
yidishe mame!

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment
Trust at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

But on Tuesday, Moshe
Dagan, the director-general
of the rabbinate, said that
characterization is mislead-
ing. In a letter to the
Orthodox Rabbinical
Council of America
obtained by JTA, Dagan
wrote that the proof-of-
Judaism letters were
rejected for a range of rea-
sons, and that the list ques-
tioned the documentation,
not the individual rabbis.
Dagan added that these
rejections were sometimes
temporary. 

“The list that was publi-
cized is not a ‘list of unrec-
ognized/unauthorized rab-
bis,’” Dagan wrote, in
Hebrew. Rather, he wrote,
it is a list of rabbis whose
letters regarding marriage
were not recognized by the
personal status and conver-
sion division of the Chief
Rabbinate of Israel “for
whatever reason.” 

Even though the list contained only the names of rabbis,
Dagan wrote in bold type that “it is the documents that were
presented which are unrecognized, not the rabbis.” 

He added that “I am pained by the anguish caused to the
respected rabbis who appear on the list, and will do every-
thing I can to minimize the damage as much as possible and
to take care that errors of this kind will not be repeated.” 

Itim director Seth Farber, who received the list in an email
correspondence with the Chief Rabbinate, called Dagan’s
clarification “doublespeak” because the list was of rabbis’
names, not problems with documentation. 

“The letters were signed by rabbis,” he said. “If the prob-
lem was the documents, why did the rabbinate send me a list
of rabbis names? If the problem was the documents, why
didn’t they just try to clear the documents instead of writing
‘no, unacceptable.’” 

The list comprises rabbis whose letters the rabbinate reject-
ed during 2016. Of 66 U.S. rabbis included on the list, at least
one-fifth are Orthodox, while almost all of the rest are Reform
or Conservative. Lau’s senior aide reiterated that Lau did not
know of the list prior to its publication, and that it does not
imply rejection of the rabbis themselves. 

“[The list’s] intention was not to invalidate rabbis, God for-
bid, but rather [to invalidate] letters that raised doubts and
questions,” wrote Rabbi Rafael Frank, the aide. 

The publication of the list comes on the heels of a clash
between American Jewish leaders and the Chief Rabbinate
over how to determine Jewish identity. In June, Israel’s
Cabinet advanced a bill that would give the Chief Rabbinate
authority over all official Jewish conversions within Israel.
Following an outcry from Jewish leaders in America, the bill
was shelved for six months. 

The Chief Rabbinate’s distrust of some Orthodox rabbis
abroad was seen last year when the rabbinate omitted several
prominent Orthodox figures from a list of rabbis it trusts to
confirm the authenticity of Jewish conversions. The rabbinate
has also rejected the validity of conversions performed by
prominent Orthodox rabbis in New York City and Chicago. 

Blacklist
Continued from page 1.

Rabbi DAVID LAU
Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi
claims he did not know of the
blacklist prior to its publica-
tion and says the “intention
was not to invalidate rabbis,
God forbid, but rather [to
invalidate] letters that raised
doubts and questions” about
documentation relating to
individuals’ Jewish identity. 
Yet, as Itim (an organization
that helps people navigate
thte religious bureaucracy in
Israel) director Seth Farber
noted, the list issued by
Israel’s Chief Rabbinate
“was of rabbis’ names, not
problems with documenta-
tion.”
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Former Winnipegger Alexandra Frohlinger now appearing in Yiddish musical in New York City
By BERNIE BELLAN

Is it fair to refer to someone like
Alexandra Frohlinger as an ex-
Winnipegger? Sure, Alex – which is
how she is commonly known, has
been living in different parts of the
U.S. for many years now. Our most
recent mention of Alex came just last
August, after she had finished a year
and a half run in the Broadway tour-
ing production of “Cinderella”. But,
like many other Winnipeggers who
have fashioned careers elsewhere,
while Alex Frohlinger now lives and works primarily in New York City (She
lives in a part of Manhattan known as “Alphabet City”, she says.), it’s hard to
think of someone whom I’ve known since she was a young girl as an ex-
Winnipegger.

Just this past month, Alex has begun performing in an all-Yiddish production
titled “Amerike – The Golden Land.” Prior to that, as noted, Alex had appeared
in “Cinderella”. Before that, in 2013, she had been in a musical based on the
life of the singing rabbi, Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, titled “Soul Doctor”, and
before that Alex had been in a touring production of “West Side Story” as the
character “Anybodys”. 

As a matter of fact, a search of our online archives reveals many references
to Alex’s performing career, going back to 2001, when she appeared in “Big –
The Musical” at Rainbow Stage, when she was 11. (Our own son who, at the
time, was known as Jordy Bellan, also appeared in that show. Other locals who
were also in that particular show included Debby Maslowsky, Lindsay Shearer-
Nelko, Noah Hornstein, and Alex’s brother, Joey Frohlinger.)

After graduating from the Gray Academy, Alex went on to study at the
Boston Conservatory, from where she graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in Musical Theatre. When she’s not performing herself, Alex says she works as
a dance teacher, and occasionally judges dance competitions.

On Monday, July 10, Alex became immersed in the world of Yiddish theatre,
when she began appearing in “Amerike – The Golden Land”, a production of
the National Yiddish Theatre.  (Previews for the show actually began July 4.

The show is being performed in New
York’s Museum of Jewish Heritage
in Battery Park, until August 6.
(There is the possibility of it being
extended to Aug. 20, Alex says.) 

According to the play’s website,
“Amerike” is a musical journey detailing the Jewish American immigrant
experience. Set in New York City’s Lower East Side and of the outer-borough
neighborhoods to which the Jewish population gravitated, Amerike—The
Golden Land, weaves stories and observations of real-life immigrants collect-
ed by Zalmen Mlotek (who has appeared in Winnipeg in “Mameloshen”) and
Moshe Rosenfeld (who is from Montreal, Alex notes). “They are tales of love,
heartbreak, poverty, and racism.”

Set in Yiddish, the show also features English and Russian supertitles.

Recently we had the chance to chat with Alex Frohlinger, to discuss her cur-
rent show – and where life has taken her.

Alex began by explaining that the current production of “Amerike” is “the
second or third iteration of this show.” It was written in the 80s, she says, by
Rosenfeld and Mlotek – “who are both still involved in the process, ” she adds.

The show is made up of “vignettes” of the immigrant experience, Alex
explains – from “the 1890s through the 1940s”. 

“It’s not really a linear story,” she notes. “I play a character named ‘Sadie’.
She’s the youngest” of the main characters the story follows. “She goes from
selling newspapers to working at a Jewish radio station to lobbying for an end
to immigration quotas in the 40s – “but it’s not really telling the life story of
any particular characters, Alex suggests. “It’s a series of moments in time.
There’s a section about the Yiddish theatre in New York – it’s such a rich his-
tory – that I didn’t really know about.”

I asked Alex whether she spoke any Yiddish prior to this show. She said that
she took “one semester of Yiddish” at the Gray Academy, “but I definitely
don’t identify as a Yiddish speaker”. Further, “there are a lot of others involved
in the show who aren’t Yiddish speakers” as well, but with excellent coaching
they are all perfectly at ease in their roles now.

If you’re in New York sometime in the next month – or know someone who
might like to take in the show, show times and ticket information are available
on the National Yiddish Theatre Folsbein website at nytf.org.

While there have been a lot of Yiddish-speaking audience members attend-
ing preview performances of “Amerike”, it’s a show that will definitely res-
onate among all age groups, Alex says.

As far as coming home to Winnipeg goes though, while Alex says she
“comes back quite a bit – mostly to attend weddings for old high school
friends” - and was here for Passover, she adds, she’s loving life in New York
City. 

If you’d like to see a clip from “Amerike”, 
go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LTuqoqaPLw

ALEXANDRA FROHLINGER 
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ALEX as the character “Sadie”
in “AMERIKE” - on until Aug. 6
in New York



New Shaarey Zedek young adult group
A new group of 20

and 30-year old
young adults  at the
Shaarey Zedek held
its first program
recently, with an
outdoor barbeque
and party in the
downstairs lounge at
the synagogue.

The group was
brought together  by
Shaarey Zedek
engagement director
Rena Elbaze.

If you would like
more information
about this group,
contact Rena at
rena@szwinnipeg.ca 
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Young adult news

Jewish Child and Family Service
(JCFS) is excited to announce

Shana Menkis as our new
Director of Operations

Shana is responsible for overseeing many of the
day-to-day functions and operations of the agency
including: collaborative leadership with the
Management Team for program implementation,
evaluation and reporting, and also overseeing the
agency’s communications, marketing and other
strategic initiatives and activities.

Shana comes to JCFS with a breadth of
management experience in both the public and
private sector.  She holds a Master’s in Business
Administration from the University of Manitoba,
with a particular interest in relationship
management and marketing.  Most recently serving
as Strategic Development Director at the Jewish
Federation of Winnipeg, Shana worked with their
leadership team to manage a portfolio that included
fundraising and communications strategies for the
annual CJA campaign, managing corporate
sponsorships, and expanding the Partnership
2Gether program.

Please join us in welcoming Shana to the JCFS
family in her new role as JCFS continues to
strategically move forward with exciting growth and
initiatives.
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JNF news

JNF announces next year’s Negev Gala honourees
The Jewish National Fund of Canada – Manitoba &

Saskatchewan Regional Branch is pleased to announce
our 2018 Negev Gala Honourees: the Manitoba
Chapter Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity and one of its
most distinguished members, Dr. Gerald Niznick, who
has received Honourary Doctorate Degrees from both
the University of Manitoba and Tel Aviv University.
Alpha Omega Fraternity is a renewed dental society with
a proud history of 110 years. Dr. Niznick received Alpha
Omega’s highest honour, the Achievement Medal, for his
significant contributions to the dental implant field.

The Negev Gala will be held on Tuesday, May 29 at
the Centennial Concert Hall.

“Our branch is thrilled that Dr. Niznick and the Alpha
Omega Fraternity (MB Chapter) will be our honourees for
the 2018 Negev Gala”, stated regional President Jessica
Cogan.

Alpha Omega Fraternity (Manitoba Chapter) and Dr.
Niznick have chosen to support the construction of a new
Dental Clinic for children and young adults with special needs, serious
mobility issues and complex health conditions in Israel. The treatment
received at the specialized dental clinic will enable Israel’s most vulnera-
ble members to benefit from the highest quality dental care and hygiene in
an atmosphere most suitable and supportive to their needs.  This project is
a partnership between JNF and  ALEH C.A.R.E.S., Israel’s largest
Network of Care for Children with Severe Multiple Disabilities.

About 2018 Negev Gala Honourees
Alpha Omega Fraternity was founded in 1907, in response to the viru-

lent racism and Anti-Semitism that was rampant in Dental Schools at that
time. Initially, the fraternity was comprised of only student chapters, but in
1916, the first alumni chapter was established in Philadelphia, adding a
new dimension to the fraternity. Currently, Alpha Omega has over 100
chapters in 10 countries. Alpha Omega’s values are: Commitment;
Integrity; Family; Global Oral Health; Inclusivity; Leadership and Social
Justice. The foundational spirit of the Alpha Omega Fraternity is to heal the
world through charitable endeavours.

Concurrent with Alpha Omega’s activities to promote dentistry and den-
tal education in North America, Alpha Omega continued its strong interest
and affiliation with the State of Israel. The Fraternity inaugurated a cam-
paign to raise funds for the establishment of a dental school in Jerusalem
that opened in 1964. In addition, a separate dental school facility was estab-
lished in Tel Aviv in 1987. This carries the designation “Founded by Alpha
Omega Fraternity”.

Alpha Omega Fraternity has been recognized throughout the Western
World, as an honoured, respected society of dentists, scientist and

researchers. It was this spirit of dedication to the profes-
sion, to dental health, education and research as well as
philanthropy that served as a platform upon which the
Alpha Omega (Manitoba Chapter) Foundation was creat-
ed.

The Manitoba Alpha Omega Foundation has over the
years supported numerous charities, causes and organiza-
tions: The Jewish Foundation of Manitoba; the Simkin
Centre; Jewish Child and Family Service; Canadian
Museum for Human Rights; Canadian Institute for the
Study of Antisemitism (CISA); the DVI outreach program
in Jerusalem; Siloam Mission;  Christmas Cheer Board;
and the School of Dentistry, Faculty of Health Sciences,
where the Alpha Omega board room /  conference room
was built and funded by the fraternity. Most recently, the
Manitoba A. O. Foundation helped fund the retraining of
an international dentist to practice in Manitoba, and in
response to former Vice President Joe Biden’s concerns
about the Dental Health of Holocaust Survivors, part-

nered with Henry Schein Inc. and A. O. International, to diagnose, and pro-
vide all eligible Manitoba Holocaust survivors with free Dental care.

Dr. Gerald Niznick graduated from the University Of Manitoba College
Of Dentistry in 1966, earned a master’s degree in prosthodontics at Indiana
University School of Dentistry in 1968 and was awarded an Honourary
Doctorate Degree from the University of Manitoba in 2002.  In 2003 Tel
Aviv University also confered upon Dr. Niznick a Honourary Doctorate
degree. In 2007, Dr. Niznick received Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity’s
highest honor, the Achievement Medal, at its Centennial Convention in
Israel for his significant contributions to the dental implant field. The
United States Department of Veterans Affairs issued a commendation to Dr.
Niznick for conceiving and funding the largest dental clinical study,
encompassing treatment of over 900 patients with about 3000 implants. Dr.
Niznick has trained thousands of dentists around the world on placing and
restoring implants and has received 32 US patents in the field of Implant
Dentistry.

Founded in 1901, the Jewish National Fund has evolved into a global
environment leader, planting over 240 million trees, constructing more
than 250 reservoirs & dams and developing over 250,000 acres of land
while creating more than 1000 parks and providing stable infrastructure
for over 1000 communities.

The Negev Gala has honoured outstanding leaders in Winnipeg since
1953. The Negev Gala is the Jewish National Fund’s most important
fundraising event of the year. The net proceeds generated are directed to
environmental, research & development and community development pro-
jects in the State of Israel.

DR. GERALD NIZNICK



By MYRON LOVE 
It was better late than never for Dr. Morley

Bernstein, who celebrated his bar mitzvah on June 17
at the Gates on Roblin in conjunction with his 80th

birthday. 
“It was great,” Bernstein says. “We had our children

and grandchildren there. We had 60 guests from out of
town and 150 in all.”

The retired orthodontist was originally scheduled to
celebrate his bar mitzvah on May 13, 1950. He recalls
taking lessons for a year, travelling three times a week
from his home on Luxton (the family lived behind
their grocery store – Harry’s Grocery and Meats on the
corner of Luxton and St. Cross)  to a small shul, Ohel
Jacob, i on Selkirk Avenue where he was one of about
a dozen boys studying with Rabbi Finklestein. 

Bernstein was all ready for the Big Day when disas-
ter struck. That would be the great flood of 1950. On
May 6, a week before the bar mitzvah, with their street
waist deep in water,, the Bernstein family was evacu-
ated with all of their neighbours.

“The flood eventually spilled over six feet of water
over the main floor of our grocery store and our attached small house,” he
recalls. “We had to move to Minneapolis for several weeks until the water
subsided. All I remember is the large coolers that we had in our store along
with all of the counters were floating in this cruddy, muddy Red River
water.

“My parents had planned a big bar mitzvah with a dinner dance at the
Hebrew fraternal lodge on Main and Machray. For my family that was
quite a sacrifice.

“As my dad didn’t know where his next dollar was coming from after the
flood, we never planned another bar mitzvah.” 

A main impetus for Bernstein in choosing to celebrate a bar mitzvah after
all these many years was his new friendship with Chazan Len Udow. “I
came to know Len and I wanted to work with him,” the “bar mitzvah boy”
says. “It was a good choice. My Hebrew had deteriorated considerably over

the years. Len strongly encouraged me in my studies.”
Bernstein began preparing for the new “Big Day” about a

year ago. His wife, Terry, notes that she went to bed many
a night hearing Morley’s chanting.

Bernstein also wrote a song for the occasion – adapting the popular
Israeli song “Hallelujah” to provide an overview of his life. “I have always
been musical,” says the long time member of the Winnipeg Golden
Chordsmen Barbershop Chorus.

Bernstein’s bar mitzvah was a Shabbat mincha service which consisted of
two parshahs and the maftir. “We borrowed the Torah from the Gray
Academy,” he says. “I also led the mincha service and havdalah. I used
Len’s melodies and he accompanied me (for havdalah) with his guitar. It
was a beautiful service.”

Bernstein says that he intends to follow up his bar mitzvah with some
Torah study.

“Some of my friends have expressed interest in following my example,”
he says.
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Morley Bernstein celebrates bar mitzvah at 80

Dr. MORLEY BERNSTEIN
at his recent bar mitzvah

Manuel Sousa Photo

The Bernstein family grocery store in 1950
The store - and the family home behind the store, were
both flooded, forcing the Bernstein family to move tem-
porarily to Minneapolis - thus cancelling Morley’s bar
mitzvah.



“By young people, who are you talking
about?” Rabbi Leibl countered.

“Twenty-thirty-forty-year olds,” I said.
“And how often?” Rabbi Leibl continued. “Are you talking about get-

ting people my age (32) to come to the synagogue on a regular basis?”
“Every once in a while,” I proposed. “What does it take? Is it having

music?”
“I think what it comes down to,” Rabbi Leibl responded, “is that, for

most of my life growing up – and for my parents and their contemporaries,
going to synagogue was, at best, a mediocre experience - mediocre spiri-
tually, mediocre musically, mediocre emotionally, mediocre intellectually.
If you left and it was a good service, you left saying ‘it was okay’.”

“That’s rooted. If you grab kids my age, your kids’ ages, none of them
give synagogue much credit at all for being able to tap into anything about
them – spiritually, intellectually - right? I think what we’ve done is, over

the last two years,
changed our service
into one that can. So
that people who come
as guests to a bar
mitzvah leave, saying
‘Hey, that was much
better than I ever
remember synagogue
being.’ 

But, I wondered,
just how many
“young (Jewish) peo-
ple there really are in
Winnipeg? How
many of your own
peer group,” I asked
Rabbi Leibl, “are still
in Winnipeg?”

“Almost all of my
closest friends don’t
live here,” he admit-
ted. “I went to JWC, I
was part of a graduat-
ing class of 23. Some
of my closest guy
friends live in
Toronto, San
Francisco, Edmonton,
Boston. But - you
look at boys who are
one year older than
me, for example -
born in 1984. They
predominantly stayed
in Winnipeg, so year
to year, it varies so
much. There’s no
rhyme or reason for
that.”

We returned to the
subject of how people
are responding to the
new Shabbat service.

Rabbi Leibl
observed: “These are
the comments we get
from people coming
up to us at a kiddush
luncheon so, over a
period of time you go
from ‘hey, that was
pretty bad’ to ‘hey,
that wasn’t so bad’ to
‘hey, that was kind of
good.’ So, when they
have their own kids
and they need to start

to think about where they’re going to get Hebrew training or bar and bat
mitzvah training, they’re more likely to come back to the synagogue.”

“The synagogue has made a deliberate effort to welcome everyone –
even those who don’t identify much as Jewish,” I suggested. “Temple
Shalom has also been very welcoming to people who are only peripheral-
ly Jewish – and to non-Jews who may be married or living with Jews. Are
you trying to out-Reform Reform?”

“I think we are beyond Conservative or Reform here,” Rabbi Mass
answered. “It is a blessing not being affiliated to anything.”

So you wouldn’t describe it as a Conservative synagogue any more?” I
asked.

“I guess our members like to describe themselves as Conservative,”
Rabbi Mass said. 

“But labels are a funny thing,” Rabbi Leibl noted.
“But you’re definitely liberal,” I said.
“Oh yah, I’ve often referred casually to what we do as ‘progressive con-

servative’,” Rabbi Leibl answered. “It seems like a lot of what we do you
could probably find in Reconstructionist Judaism. There are aspects of our
service that are very traditional – like our Torah service, but then there are
aspects that are very non-traditional. I don’t think we’re Reform. Our
prayer books are very different. If people say we’ve become a ‘Reform
Synagogue’, they don’t know what we’re doing and they don’t know any-
thing about Reform Judaism.”

“Anibal had a great line one time. In a class I said that I thought ‘we
were more Reconstructionist’, and
Anibal said, ‘I think we’re more under
Construction-ist’.”

Rabbi Leibl went on to note all the
changes that have been instituted at the
Shaarey Zedek in recent years, includ-
ing having a part of the cemetery where
Jews and non-Jews can be buried
together; “our attitude for same-sex

marriages – which is over 10 years old; changes to the service; the role that
women have here.”

“What about intermarriage?” I asked. I noted that I had asked Rabbi
Green whether he would perform an interfaith marriage ceremony and he
said that he wouldn’t, but you (Rabbi Leibl) probably would.”

“I have,” he explained, because prior to his becoming a rabbi, he was
also a marriage commissioner. “I’ve done about 40 weddings; about a
third of them were straight Jewish ones; a third were completely civil cer-
emonies; and a third of them were where one of them’s Jewish and one of
them’s not Jewish.”

“Now that you’re a rabbi, can you still perform those (interfaith cere-
monies) as a rabbi?” I asked.

“I think this is one of those situations where you figure it out as you go,”
Rabbi Leibl answered. “I think Anibal and I would be maybe different
about this. This is a complicated subject and one that will require a great
deal further exploration. Maybe we can do this in an entirely different
piece at a future date.”

Rabbi Mass said that he liked the approach taken by the B’nai Jeshurun
Synagogue in New York. “They allow the rabbis to perform interfaith
weddings, but this is what I like: The couple has to sign a document where
they make a commitment to live a Jewish life and to raise Jewish kids.”

“My problem with that,” Rabbi Leibl said, “is how on earth do you
enforce that?”

Rabbi Mass acknowledged the unenforceability of the document but, he
suggested, “what they are saying is that if they are willing to keep a Jewish
life, what is the problem of having an interfaith wedding?”

“Has there been any push-back from any in the congregation to all the
changes that have been going on at Shaarey Zedek?” I wondered.

“What I like,” Rabbi Mass answered, “is all these people who are com-
plaining about the new services – they are here every Saturday at 10
o’clock – and they don’t miss a minute of the service.”

“I know a couple of guys, “ Rabbi Leibl continued, “and the changes we
made? They didn’t sit well with them. But you can’t please everyone…I
don’t think every Jewish person who wants to pray is going to be happy
here. I think a lot of them will; I think the people I grew up with will. But,
we’re not trying to be the only show in town. I think we’re doing some-
thing that attracts a large group of people, but not everyone. So, I say to
them: ‘Go to the synagogue where you feel best.’ “

Rabbi Mass added: “I think that traditionally, if you ask people, they
have the conception that ‘God is an old man saying no’, and that’s why
they don’t go to synagogue…But if you come here on Saturday and listen
to Matthew doing his play by play during the Torah reading, you’ll realize
that it’s not ‘an old man saying no’, it’s a text that inspires you. My read-
ing is the Torah’s message will expand you. It will take you for what you
are and make you better.”
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Interview
Continued from page 2.

“Anibal had a great line one
time. In a class I said that I
thought ‘we were more
Reconstructionist’, and Anibal
said, ‘I think we’re more under
Construction-ist’.”



Many happy returns for the Borzykowskis:
First David & Julie, now Bryan & Lainie all back in Winnipeg

And then there
were more! The
return to Winnipeg
has started to catch on
it seems, as two fami-
lies, and brothers to
boot, with their
respective families,
are part of this return.
Bryan Borzykowski
and his wife, Lainie
Filkow, children
Molly, Shae and
Romi just moved
back on June 29,
while David Borzykowski and his wife, Julie
Rubinger, returned in August of last year. They
would say that although the pull to move away
was strong, the pull to return was even greater. 

Lainie left Winnipeg for Toronto in 2001 and
Bryan a year later. In Toronto, Bryan studied
journalism at Ryerson, where he graduated.
Lainie started a teaching career at the Toronto
Heschel School in 2002. The couple married in
December 2005 and were very much into the life
offered by the big city of Toronto. Bryan took his
first job at Chart Magazine, then became a free-
lance music writer up until 2010. He also
worked at  Canadian Business magazine in
2005, first as an associate editor and then as
senior editor. 

Since 2010, Bryan has worked independently,
contributing to the New York Times, The Globe
and Mail, CNN Money and other publications
and media outlets on matters relating to person-
al finance and small business. Some readers
might have seen him on CTV each Saturday
night or else might have read his three personal
finance books. Meanwhile, Lainie established a
respected career in education. Her focus was on
teaching senior and junior kindergarten, but she
also rose through the ranks, becoming early
years’ division head. The school even sent her to
Harvard to study with the esteemed educator,
Howard Gardner. Lainie also put in numerous
volunteer hours at the school, helped the Heschel
community raise money and boost enrolment
through several programmes she led and orga-
nized. With all of that going for them, one might
wonder why Bryan and Lainie would want to
make the move back to the city of their origin. 

It isn’t complicated. For starters, the return
brings the family closer to the Borzykowski par-
ents, Abe and Brenda. Sadly, Lainie’s parents,
Ken and Sharon Filkow are both deceased, but
being in the city will help their children connect
even more with her family’s roots. Another big
draw for the family is the cottage at Winnipeg
Beach (where, in fact, they have gathered each
year since 2010). Best of all, Bryan’s work as a
journalist enables him to be anywhere - and
Winnipeg is where he wants to be. There is, of
course, a strong network of friends, a welcoming
environment to raise children, and not to be for-
gotten: the Winnipeg Jets. 

For brother David and his wife Julie, the move
to Winnipeg occurred in August 2016  - just two
weeks before they were married. This couple
met in Winnipeg in 2010 and then it was not long

before Julie (daughter of the late Morel and
Lenore) and David were an item. In 2011 Julie
was accepted to Ryerson University for a
Masters of Arts in Communication & Design,
and where she studied the psychology of fash-
ion. 

David and Julie then moved to Toronto in
August 2011. David worked as the assistant
director at the Toronto Campus Advocacy Centre
for Israel & Jewish Affairs from 2011-2014.  He
continued in this area of communications when
he took over as the marketing and communica-
tions manager at the Bialik Hebrew Day School
from 2014-16. In the meanwhile, Julie began
freelance copywriting for such big names in the
Canadian fashion world as the Bay, Harry
Rosen, and Holt Renfrew - to name a few. Yet,
the desire to live in Winnipeg was strong. David
was offered and subsequently accepted an offer
to be the director of marketing and communica-
tions at the Gray Academy of Jewish Education,
the same school from which he had graduated in
2001. 

David sums his thoughts up regarding the
return to Winnipeg very well: “ When we left
Winnipeg in 2011, it wasn’t because we didn’t
like the city. It was because Julie had the oppor-
tunity to pursue the only Masters of its kind in
Canada… Once we got to Toronto, we fell in
love with the city… Julie’s family ended up
moving to Toronto over the years, so it became
harder to leave. 

“However, we always talked about coming
back to be closer to our friends, my family and
the community. When the opportunity at Gray
came up, we realized
the we owed it to our-
selves to try out living
in Winnipeg again. So
far, it has been a great
experience.”

Thus, in the
Borzykowski boys,
you have brothers
who have followed
the same path to
Toronto and back,
have made Winnipeg
home and are now
happy to tell anyone
about it. This could be
the start of something
big as in
Borzykowski. 
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From left: Brenda and Abe, Romi (in Abe’s hands), Julie and David,
Molly (in front of Julie and David), Bryan, Lainie, and Shae. 

By

GERRY POSNER
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DR. BARRY CAPLAN
It is with deep sadness

that we announce the pass-
ing of Barry Caplan on June
2, 2017, at the age of 84,
after a short, but coura-
geous, battle with cancer.

Barry is survived by his
loving wife, Sandra; chil-
dren, Susan Billinkoff
(Errol), Bruce Caplan
(Sheri Winters) and David
Caplan (Cindy Switzer);
and grandchildren, Jordan
and Asher Billinkoff, Maia

and Annie Caplan, and Max and Layla Switzer-Caplan.
He is also survived by his sisters, Sandra Ciarrocchi
(Ray) and Gail Bender (Earl); sisters-in-law, Marcia
Glazerman and Philipa Caplan, cousin and dear friend,
Aubrey Caplan; and many nieces and nephews. He was
predeceased by his parents Max and Annette (Stall)
Caplan; in-laws, Bertha and Allan Glazerman; and
brother-in-law, Fred Glazerman.

Barry was a "gentleman", a "gentle man", and a
"mensch". He grew up on McAdam Avenue and at-
tended school at Machray, Luxton and St. John's High.
Barry's natural artistic talent emerged at an early age
and one of his favourite pastimes was creating his own
comic strip characters, all precisely rendered with pen
and ink. He also wrote accompanying stories, produc-
ing incredible works of animated fiction. Barry cred-
ited his parents with instilling and nurturing in him a
lifelong love of literature, history, art, poetry, and
music.

Notwithstanding his passion for the arts and humani-
ties, Barry's formal education took him down another
path, medicine. He graduated from the University of
Manitoba's Medical School in 1957, interned and com-
pleted a one year fellowship in pathology at the Win-
nipeg General Hospital (now Health Sciences Centre),
and then moved to California where he completed a
residency in urology at U.C.L.A. in 1963. After mov-
ing back to Winnipeg, Barry began his medical prac-
tice in the Boyd Building and later opened a new office
in the Medical Arts together with fellow urologist, Dr.
Alan Decter. He and Alan shared a long and happy
professional association and friendship. Barry was
known as a kind, caring, and compassionate doctor. He
was devoted to his patients and always went the extra
mile, ensuring that those in his charge received the best
care possible. In addition to his practice, Barry served
as a urological consultant to the St. Boniface Clinic and
taught at the University of Manitoba's Medical Faculty
for over 30 years.

On June 21, 1959 Barry married his soul mate,
Sandra Glazerman. Sandra knew that Barry was the
love of her life and he was equally smitten, declaring at
their wedding that their profound love would endure
"beyond the limits of time with the brightness and
freshness with which it blossomed on that day".

Family was important to Barry and he shared special

relationships with each of his children. Some of his
happiest memories were of time spent on family vaca-
tions. He enthusiastically welcomed new members
into the Caplan family, including his children's spouses
and their families, and, eventually, six grandchildren,
each of whom he adored.

During their married life Sandra and Barry enjoyed
Winnipeg's rich cultural offerings, including the opera,
symphony, ballet, and theatre. They also travelled
extensively, savouring each experience, and always
coming home ready to plan their next adventure.

After retiring at 68, Barry went back to university,
enrolling in as many sessions as his schedule - and
Sandra - would permit. He studied a wide variety of
subjects and worked long hours on papers and art
projects. He loved hearing his professors' views on
politics and currents events, and they all respected his
sage opinions and views of the world. He continued to
pursue his fine arts studies at their winter home in St.
Petersburg, Florida, where they enjoyed the company
of a new circle of friends, the warm weather, and the
vibrant arts and cultural scene.

Barry was deeply touched by the many family and
friends who came to his 80th birthday celebration. In
his speech he thanked Sandra for her unconditional
love and super human efforts on his behalf during the
vicissitudes of their, then, 53 years together. In the end,
it was Sandra's devotion to Barry that allowed him to
live comfortably at home until the last week of his life.
Her dedication to his well-being at all times and, in
particular, when his health declined rapidly and gravely,
was a testament to her great love for him.

Heartfelt thanks to Rabbi Alan Green for providing
support and comfort to Barry in his final days, to Dr.
George Balko for his expertise and compassion, and to
Dr. Bob Steinberg for his kindness and friendship.

Funeral services, officiated by Rabbi Green and
Cantor Mass, were held at the Shaarey Zedek Syna-
gogue on June 5, 2017. Pallbearers were Errol, Jordan,
and Asher Billinkoff; Daniel and Alyn Glazerman; and
Randy Bender. Honorary pallbearers were Dick Bell,
Earl Bender, Lou Billinkoff, Aubrey Caplan, Bob
Weinerman and Edward Winters.

Barry's passing leaves a void in the essence of the
Earth. We will miss him dearly and will strive to live by
his example. He will be forever in our hearts.

Now cracks a noble heart. Good night sweet prince;
And flights of Angels sing thee to thy rest!

(Shakespeare, Hamlet)

If desired, donations may be made to a charity of
one's choice.

ALLAN STERN
Born April 06, 1933,

Allan Stern, peacefully
passed away on June 09,
2017, at the age of 84. Allan
is survived by his wife
Donni (Belzberg), daugh-
ter, Marlene Stern (Peter
Rae), granddaughters,
Amanda and Jordana Katz,

brothers, Walter and Gerald Stern. He was predeceased
by daughters Susan Stern (1997), Jocelyn Katz (2017),
siblings Cyril (1987), Layla (2002), Mel (2005), par-
ents Joseph (1939) and Bessie Stern (1977).

Despite or perhaps because of Allan’s numerous
losses, cardiac surgeries and other medical challenges,
he endeavoured to live a long and full life. That became
difficult in his 80th year, when Progressive Supra Nu-
clear Palsy (PSP) began to rob his well-being, yet he
soldiered on. When Jocelyn, tragically passed away in
February, he lost his will to live.

Allan was a loving husband, father, zaida and caring
friend. He was a storyteller with a sharp sense of
humour, his one-liners and antics were legendary and
memories of family and the business community rich
with interesting details. Charitable organizations, in
particular Israel were beneficiaries of his time and
generosity as were visits to family and friends with
compromised health.

His autobiography, The Life and Times of Allan
Stern in Verigin, Saskatchewan, 1933-1948, dedicated
to his grand daughters, captured his early years. At 17,
he moved to Raymore to sell trucks and tractors. He
became known throughout the prairies for his business
acumen and honesty. He and Donni married in Calgary
in 1953 and she joined him in Raymore. In 1957, they
settled in Winnipeg, where he and brothers Gerald and
Cyril, opened Stern GMC Trucks, the only GMC truck
dealership in Manitoba.  He retired at 39, selling Stern
Trucks to his then partner, Cyril. He didn’t strive for

wealth. He sold to ensure financial security and more
time for his family, community, other business inter-
ests, and collections.

His most significant collection was antique clocks
and pocket watches. He bought, sold and traded hun-
dreds. ‘Time in and the timelessness of’ the family
home, tastefully decorated with hundreds of clocks,
holds wonderful memories for guests at numerous
parties he and Donni and his teenage daughters hosted.

Summers in the 60’s were spent on their cabin
cruiser, the SuMarJo, first on Lake Winnipeg and later
exploring Lake of the Woods. The family cottage at
Clearwater Bay replaced the SuMarJo. For family and
friends, their unique cottage (antique clocks banned)
was the desired destination for hospitality, gourmet
food, laughter, especially when Allan held court and to
observe or participate in a project he had underway.

In 1966, Allan made happen the family trip of a
lifetime.  He bought a school bus and named it Disney-
land A-Go-Go. Together with his family, he drove to
Calgary, picked up Donni’s 3 sisters and brother in
laws, 14 kids, ages 5-16, 26 in total, and they drove to
California, camping most of the way.

Business, collecting, visiting friends and exploring
the world took Allan and Donni to Europe, New
Zealand, Australia and Israel. North American travel
was largely in their motorbus until spending winters in
Israel and then California. When Allan’s health kept
them home, he became a regular at flea and antique
markets. Last year, after a noticeable absence, one
vendor said, “Allan I thought you died”, he retorted, “I
dug myself out.” Classic Allan, quick and funny, until
his last day.

In his 40’s, for interest and experience, he went to
auctioneering school, university for a term and regis-
tered to run for Mayor of Winnipeg until realizing Bill
Norrie was the front-runner.

In 1971, appreciating the historical and architectural
significance of the CPR’s Royal Alexandra Hotel’s
famous Selkirk Dining Room for Winnipeg, he saved
it from the wrecking ball.  He organized the liquidation
auction of the hotel contents, and bought and disman-
tled the dining room with the help of Donni and others.
An antique clock museum across from Lower Fort
Gary was his plan for the room, until the province
expropriated his land to twin a highway. Thirty years
later, the room was reconstructed to its former glory at
BC’s Cranbrook Railway Museum. He and Donni
were the guests of honour at the Museum’s 2010
weekend of opening events, culminating with a jour-
ney in the private vintage luxury rail car, pulled by the
refurbished steam locomotive on its maiden voyage
from Cranbrook to Fernie.

In his 70’s, he scoured the city and bought thousand
of used books for a bookstore he wanted to open but
never did. Another collection was vintage cars. He
bought, refurbished, and sold many, save the 1976 red
convertible Eldorado Cadillac, that 3 of his best bud-
dies, Alvin Zivot, Martin Corne and Harvey Pollock
drove in as part of the funeral procession from the
service at the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue to its cem-
etery.

They along with Jeff Stern and Fred Chernoff were
honorary pallbearers. Pallbearers were Peter Rae, Martin
Pollock, Cyril Labman, Lewis, David, and Joey Stern.
He said a funeral should be when the weather is good
and that it not ruin a cottage weekend. His funeral was
Monday, June 12; there wasn’t a cloud in the sky.

Allan’s interests kept his wife at the ready, his
daughters saying “what”, and his working friends
envious. His stories would often come back to him
boasting about his wife, daughters’ and granddaugh-
ters’ activities and accomplishments and to whom he
dedicated his life to instilling good values, a joie de
vivre, and to keeping safe. Donni in turn, helped him
live longer than his team of medical specialists ex-
pected. Their love kept her by his side every step of the
way.

Allan’s family is grateful to the staff on 3W, Deer
Lodge Centre, where he resided since December for
their excellent care, and to family and friends, whose
visits he enjoyed. His charm, love, kindness, and
stories kept all wanting more of his company, even
when the symptoms accompanying PSP prevailed. His
surprise passing was unexpected.  While it relieved
him from the worst of the diminishment accompanying
PSP, it was a huge blow to his family who were not
ready to lose him.

If desired, donations can be made to the Jocelyn
Stern Katz memorial fund: https://memorial.support.
ubc.ca/jocelyn-stern-katz/ 1.877.717.4483 or 500-5950
University Boulevard, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z3, the
Susan Stern and Jocelyn Katz fund at the Winnipeg
Jewish Foundation, or a charity of your choice.
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WEEK OF
JULY  26

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
GOOT

who passed away
July 9, 1975
1 Day in Av

— Ever remembered by
Francie and Beverley.

26th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
mother, grandmother and

great-grandmother

DORIS
GRUSKO
who passed away

July 5, 1991
26 Days in Tammuz

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SHARNA
KARLINSKY

who passed away
July 22, 2009
1st Day of Av

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren and
sister.

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by their children Bill and
Gary; Bryan and Susan and their children Baillie, Sarry and
Julie.

BEA KLEIN
who passed away
August 30, 2001
11 Days in Elul

HARRY KLEIN
who passed away

July 22, 1982
2 Days in Av

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our beloved parents and grandparents

MAX MANDEL
who passed away
August 11, 1980
29 Days in Av

DORIS MANDEL
who passed away
August 7, 1986
2 Days in Av

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by their children and
grandchildren.

In loving memory of
In Memoriam

GERTIE
WINESTOCK

who passed away
August 5, 2006
11 days in Av

EDWARD
WINESTOCK

who passed away
July 20, 1975
12 days in Av

— Lovingly remembered and sadly missed by Elaine and Sy,
Lois, Earl and Penny and families.

In Memoriam
23rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SHAUNA
SENENSKY

who passed away
July 7, 1994

28 Days in Tammuz
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children and
grandchildren.

The family of the late

ISRAEL (ISSIE)
BRASS

wishes to inform their
relatives and friends of the
unveiling of a headstone

dedicated to his
loving memory on

Sunday, July 23rd, 2017
at 11:00 a.m.

at the
Shaarey Zedek Cemetery

Area 2, Section K,
Row 12, Plot 4

Unveiling

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
JULY  19

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RUTH MIRIAM
(BABS) ASPER

who passed away
July 30, 2011

28 Days in Tammuz
— Forever in our hearts and
still deeply missed by her
children, grandchildren,
family and many friends.

In loving memory of

DAVID
YOUSSIEM

who passed away
August 9, 2016
5 Days in Av

Forever loved and remembered.
— Shelley, Lauren, Ashley,
family & friends.

In Memoriam
1st Yahrzeit

Deadline for
the

August 2
issue of

The Jewish
Post & News

is noon
Thursday,

July 27

HAROLD FLEISHMAN
October 17, 1927 - June 14, 2017

Harold Fleishman
(Hershy), aged 89,
passed away peacefully
on June 14, 2017.

He is survived by his
wife Brownie of 62
years, his children, Mira
(Neil) Zweiban, Ellen
and Deborah, his grand-
children, Zachary, Paz,
Alex and Mollie, his
sister Toby Sawyer, his

sisters-in-law, Gertie Nepon and Barbara Pierce, and
many nieces and nephews.

Harold was the son of Jack and Ray Fleishman. He
attended school in Winnipeg’s north end, received a
BSc from the University of Manitoba and DDS from
the University of Toronto. Upon graduation, Harold
returned to Winnipeg where he practiced dentistry for
over 50 years at the East Kildonan Dental Group. He
was a mentor to many dentists. His patients travelled
from all over the city to see him. He was a perfectionist
at his work.

 Harold had many interests. He was a leader in
philanthropy and had a strong love for Israel and the
Winnipeg community. Over the years Harold worked
as a volunteer on behalf of the Combined Jewish
Appeal/Jewish Federation, JNF and Knowles School
for Boys. He was a director and on the board of
governors for the Sharon Home/Simkin Centre, presi-
dent of the Winnipeg North Rotary Club, and president
the Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity. Harold was hon-
oured to be the recipient of the Maimonides award for
his leadership with Alpha Omega and the Max and
Mollie Shore award which he received in 2015 for his
overall service to the Jewish community.

 Harold was a passionate musician. He played the
saxophone professionally starting at age 13 at dance
halls, weddings, nursing homes or just because. He
enjoyed golfing, being a member of the Glendale
Country Club for over 55 years, curling, fishing, play-
ing bridge and cheering for his home teams. Harold
loved the beach, spending his summers since he was a
child at Winnipeg Beach and later his winters at the
Kahala Beach in Hawaii. Above all, Harold’s priority
was being a devoted husband, father, zaida, brother,
uncle and friend. He would do anything for them.

 Despite numerous physical ailments, Harold contin-
ued to travel and attend social and community events.
He enjoyed life to its fullest believing that there is no
point in being alive if you are not living. Harold was a
gladiator in his fight with Parkinson’s and heart dis-
eases. He demonstrated triumph of spirit over mind and
body.

 The family would like to thank Harold’s caregivers
in Winnipeg and Hawaii. They called themselves
Harold’s angels and they truly were. He could not have
lived the life he did without their help.

Funeral services were held on June 16 at the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue. Pallbearers were Zachary Zweiban,
Paz Zweiban, Alex Dashefsky, Jerry Sawyer, Susan
Remis, Stephen Smith and Billy Brodovsky.

If desired, donations to Harold’s memory may be
made to the Brownie and Harold Fleishman endow-
ment fund at the Jewish Foundation of Winnipeg (204-
477-7525) or a charity of your choice. We will always
love and miss you.
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
mother and grandmother

GOLDIE
STEINBERG

who passed away
August 12, 1998
10 Days in Av

Her memory is a blessing which
illuminates our souls
The human spirit is the light of
the lord.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MOLLY
SWIRSKY
who passed away

July 29, 2014
2 Elul 5775

— Lovingly remembered by
her children, grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren.

DR. RUVIN
LYONS

who passed away
August 5, 1992
6 Days in Av

25th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

8th Yahrzeit

— Missed by all who knew and loved them especially their
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

EDITH
LYONS

who passed away
July 26, 2009
5 Days in Av

In loving memory of

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

TEENIE
HERSHFIELD

who passed away
August 11, 2005

6 days in Av
— Lovingly remembered by
her family.

We remember our Dad
SAM HONIGMAN

Who passed away
July 30th, 1995

3 days in Av, 5755
We remember how special you
were - how devoted, loving,
lively and fun you were. In our
hearts you will always be with
us, guiding us, protecting us
and giving us the strength to
go on. From generation to
generation and strength to
strength. Dad. we will always
miss you and love you.

— Brenda and Archie

22nd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DAVID SAMUEL
KAUFMAN
who passed away
August 1, 2010
21 Days in Av

— Sadly remembered, forever
loved by his wife Nora,
children, grandchildren and
brothers.

In Memoriam
5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SIMMA
KRAITBERG

who passed away
July 23, 2012
5 Days in Av

It’s been five years
Since you’ve been gone
The sun still shines
And life goes on
But you are greatly missed
— Love, Hy, Neil, Sharna,
Bella, Rob, Hannah, Sheera,
Noah & Zoe.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JAKOB LEWIN
who passed away
August 3, 2003

6 days in Av
— Missed by  son Viktor,  grandchildren Brianne and Eli and
family.

14th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
beloved

DAVID LUDWIG
who passed away

July 21, 1999;
the eighth day of Av

This month comes with deep
regret as it brings back a day
we will never forget. Our world
fell apart when we lost you.
Memories of you are present
daily through so many things.
Never a day goes by without
mentioning your name.

G-d has you in his keeping.
We have you in our hearts.

— You are loved and missed
by your family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PHILIP PERLOV
who passed away

July 17, 2002
9 Days in Av

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

RICHARD
ROSENBLAT

who passed away
August 2, 2006
7 Days in Av

To live in the hearts
Of ones we loved
Is not to die
— Forever loved & missed by
his wife, children, family &
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ISADORE
ISRAEL

SILVERMAN
who passed away
August 8, 1981
8 Days in Av

Loving memories will never die.
—Sadly missed by his
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and
family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
our very dear son,

JONATHON
BASS

who died tragically
July 30, 1992

Timeless to death he went,
his song of life was cut too
soon,
how sad - for he had more
songs.
—Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his mom, dad,
grandmother, sister and
brother.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
beloved husband,
father and zaidy

SID TREPEL
June 1937 - July 2004

— Always remembered -
enshrined in our hearts
forever - your loving wife
Marilyn, children and
grandchildren.
Your 5D's encourage us daily
DRIVE - DESIRE - DEDICATION
- DETERMINATION and DO IT.

13th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DAVID
BORODITSKY

who passed away
August 4, 1992

5 Days in Av, 5752
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SANDRA
FORSTER
(of Montreal)
who passed away
August 7, 1997

4 days in Av
— Sadly missed and lovingly
remembered by her children,
grandchildren, relatives and
friends.



In spite of occasionally making an impulse
purchase I’m rather a frugal (not to say parsimo-
nious) guy. For instance, hiring someone to do
something you can do yourself, like mow the
lawn, is my idea of throwing away money. Well,
a couple of weeks ago this turned out to be liter-
ally true. But maybe I should start at the begin-
ning...

When you are brought up in the home of a
Jewish shmata dealer “retail” is a foreign word.

By nature, as well as upbringing, I am incapable of spending a dollar on
something I can get for 75 cents simply by walking another block. The
Marantz family was never short of socks and underwear but we never wore
anything but “seconds”. (The flaws of which, like beauty, are only in the
eye of the trained observer). 

Actually, the people who wear the best clothes are the ones who don’t
have to buy them (movie stars and celebrities). The richest people are ones
who not only don’t have to spend money but not even think about it. They
say that John Kennedy never picked up a cheque because he didn’t have
anything in his pockets but lint. The “one percent” don’t need cards; their
credit is always good. Having money in your pocket isn’t an indication of
wealth - often the opposite. Those with the most cash in their pocket usu-
ally have no money in the bank; i.e. people who were engaged in a “cash”
business - like bookmakers and rag traders.

My father, may he rest in peace, used to walk around with a wad that
would choke a horse. “Frank only buys two dollar tickets,” a race track
companion once observed - “but he buys them by the pound.” When my
mother had to pay the butcher, or was “going downtown”, my father would
peel off a couple of hundred from the bottom of the roll. He probably
wouldn’t have been able to tell you how much money he had in his pock-
et, at any time, within a few hundred dollars.

In this respect, I am not a chip off the old block. If God wanted us to carry
money he wouldn’t have invented the debit card. Unfortunately, the guy
who cleans up the yard at your beach cottage, and roto-tills your garden
usually doesn’t accept debit cards. So a few week-ends ago I went to my
friendly neighborhood ATM and withdrew a substantial amount of cash. I
owed the guy $100. 

But, this being Winnipeg Beach, he didn’t show up. So, when we came
home, on Sunday night, I still had the dough in my pocket.

At least I thought I did, until I took off my pants to go to bed.
“What did you do with it?” Brenda asked.

Good question? I mentally retraced my steps. When I went to the filling
station to refill the “jerry can” for my power mower I peeled off a $10 bill
from the wad to pay the attendant. That’s the only time I could remember
taking the money out of my pocket, other than when I went to bed at night.
Putting it back in my pocket, when I got dressed in the morning, was a con-
ditioned reflex so I was sure I hadn’t left it on my night table. I scoured the
apartment, even though I knew it was futile. I mentally retraced my steps,
again. No explanation. Not one to cry over spilt milk (especially when you
don’t have to clean it up) I heaved a resigned sigh and went to bed. Easy
come, easy go. I slept like a baby.

And woke bright and early the next morning - with the solution to the
mystery. I crept out of bed and began to dress, quietly, so as not to wake
Brenda. Then, it occurred to me that I’d better let her in on my plan or she
might be alarmed when she woke up and found me gone. I woke her, gen-
tly. “I’m driving back to the beach,” I whispered.

She opened her eyes and looked at me, strangely. “Why?”
“I think I threw the money in the garbage.”
It was the only rational explanation. When we were at the beach I spent

most of the time working in the (vegetable) garden. I’d planted it a few
weeks before, and most of the plants were up, but there were a few gaps in
the beans, and I wanted to plant another row of lettuce. As is my practice,
when the seed packets are empty I put them into my pockets to be disposed
of later. And, as is my practice, they often remain in my pockets until it’s
time to drive back to the city. Since they pick up the garbage first thing
Monday morning we also take it out before we leave. And since paper seed
packets and twenty dollar bills feel pretty similar...elementary, my dear
Watson!

I just hoped I could get back to the beach in time. “Oif tzeluchis” (as my
late mother, may she rest in peace, would say) it would be just my luck that
the chronically inefficient Winnipeg Beach work force would pick up the
garbage at the crack of dawn, rather than sunset. I wasn’t looking forward
to making a 100 k round-trip, possibly in vain, but what choice did I have?
This was a sufficient sum to make the risk of wasting all that time, not to
mention gas money, worth it.

Then, just as I was on the point of walking out the door, I heard the voice
of my guardian angel.

“Maybe you should call the Kaplans.”
From the mouths of babes! This was a true reversal of roles. Ordinarily

my wife is the one who works like a coolie while I sit on my rear end fig-
uring out ways to save “time and motion”, as the English say. (Such as sug-
gesting at least that the cutting board should be in the drawer next to the
bread box and the toaster rather than on the other side of the kitchen, near
the fridge. “Good idea,” I said.

It wasn’t good; it was great. Dave and Lorraine Kaplan’s cottage is only
a few blocks from ours and we live in the same apartment building. I
caught Dave just as he was going into the shower. He said he would go and
check the garbage right after he got out. I hung up and crossed my fingers. 

Twenty minutes later, the phone rang. “Do I get a finder’s fee?” Dave
said. 

When he’d arrived at the cottage there was garbage strewn all over the
back lane. But the money was still in the bag. One hundred and forty dol-
lars; seven 20s. The reason the crows had gotten at the garbage was
because my grandson, Evan, had taken it out. I always put a heavy rock on
top of the lid and make sure there isn’t any part of the bag showing.
Fortunately, the crows had only plundered the deliberate refuse. After all,
they don’t know the value of money. Otherwise, some homeless Manitoban
might have been singing a new tune. 

Or, rather, an updated version of an old one, revised for inflation:
Twenties From Heaven.
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Bill Marantz

Throwing away my money

“FAIRLY UNBALANCED”
By BILL MARANTZ

Open discussion July 20th
Imagine constant rejection. Rejected for the

job, romantically, friendship. You begin feel-
ing like you are not good enough. These are
all common feelings that most people will
have, but, are made ten times worse by being
on the Autism spectrum, when the rejections
are more frequent and painful. For the longest
time I have felt like I will never find romance
and it is something that I still wake up and

deal with every single day.
Now, add a propensity for depression and suicidal thoughts, which is

often a common co-factor for people on the Autism spectrum. I know, I
have certainly gone through rough periods of time where I could barely
get out of bed. Who could blame me, living in our society that is con-
stantly pushing sex and romance? Especially when I failed in my attempt
at becoming an elementary school teacher, which had been a lifelong
dream of mine, but I had been robbed of because of my lack of social
skills or organizational skills - all part of my Aspergers. I was even in
school for it at the University of Winnipeg, and ended up being walked
all over by a Grade Four classroom that I was student teaching in at Ralph
Maybank Elementary school. 

Yet, I have always struggled to find the right forum for discussing this
type of information, as it doesn’t really fit naturally into my stand-up
comedy. Fortunately, this Fringe Festival, I am having a discussion with
another Fringe Performer, Megan Phillips who, in her work, talks about
mental illness and depression quite actively. The discussion is open to the
public - free admission. It will be taking place July 20th at 3:30 in the
Manitoba Writer’s Guild classroom at 100 Arthur Street. 

By

ADAM SCHWARTZ

Israel and Palestinians agree on historic 
Red Sea-Dead Sea water deal

(JNS.org) President Donald Trump’s international negotiations repre-
sentative, Jason Greenblatt, Thursday announced an agreement between
Israel and the Palestinian Authority (PA) on a historic Red Sea-Dead Sea
canal.

The deal involves the sale of 33 million cubic meters (1.2 billion cubic
feet) of water to the PA to relieve water shortages.

During a press conference with Israel’s Regional Cooperation Minister
Tzachi Hanegbi and Mazen Ghuneim, head of the PA’s Water Authority,
Greenblatt said the water deal as well as an Israeli-Palestinian electricity
agreement signed earlier this week would significantly increase the ener-
gy supply in the disputed territories, serving to improve Palestinians’
standard of living.

“Water is a precious commodity in the Middle East,” said Greenblatt,
who added that cooperation between the parties will foster “economic
improvement in the lives of the Palestinians.” 

“Palestinians will benefit from agreements that provide key improve-
ment in the areas of water and electricity,” he said. 

According to the PA’s Ghuneim, the deal will see 10 million cubic
meters (353 million cubic feet) of the water provided to the Gaza Strip.

Greenblatt arrived in Israel July 9 to discuss the next phase of renewed
U.S.-led peace efforts in the region. It is Greenblatt’s sixth visit to Israel
in six months.



S u r e l y
you have
n o t i c e d
that the
Nat iona l
H o c k e y
L e a g u e
season is
w e l l
behind us

and the Pittsburgh Penguins have
officially been declared the Stanley
Cup champions, after having dis-
posed of the Nashville Predators
rather handily in six games.

Or was it five? No, I’m sure it
wasn’t that short a series. But, who
cares? And - who recalls anyway?
It’s not important. The TV ratings
in Canada no doubt caused execu-
tives the kind of heartburn that led
them to think pink and reach for a liter or two of Pepto Bismal.

In the meantime, the Penguins danced the night away and their fans even-
tually sobered up. Nonetheless, there was still much anticipation for a more
satisfying outcome down the road on the part of hapless fans who felt let
down mightily.

You see, there’s an old adage by some philosopher named Nicholas
Sparks, of whom I’m quite unfamiliar, but he makes a whole lot of sense.
To wit: “Never forget that anticipation is an important component of life.
Work’s important, family’s important as well as upcoming vacations,
Chanukah, birthdays and anniversaries, and without excitement you have
nothing. You’re cheating yourself if you refuse to enjoy what’s upcoming.”

Perhaps had Freud, Aristotle, or Socrates said it, it might have had more
impact. In any event let’s just settle for “Sparky” to add some zest to our
lives and permit him a tad credit for any impending exuberance by which
we may soon be overwhelmed.

Forgive me. Once again I have diverged and misled my readership. My
point is that many of you, for the past month or so, have been otherwise
occupied with other hockey matters of interest to be overly concerned
about what once was or could or should have been.

You were happily discussing with other sporting zealots the upcoming
expansion draft which would add an additional franchise to the NHL -
namely the Las Vegas Golden Knights. You were anticipating with some
trepidation which players would your favorite team protect and which ones
might be exposed to the draft. It was fun debating with other friends and
acquaintances and second-guessing GM’s as to their lack of wisdom. And
there would, of course, also be an abundance of player swapping and
exchanging of draft picks taking place at the market which whets the
appetites of hockey fans like nothing else. 

Then, of course, there was the 2017 NHL Amateur Draft which brought
folks together for another sort of social event, be it at home on your TV
screen or at preferred bars, restaurants, arenas or wherever. And of course
each one of us knew better than the GMs, coaches, executives or owners.

Oh and once again there will surely be additional business to conduct
throughout the long, hot summer. The brain trusts will attempt to sign their
own keepers and not exceed the cap limit. And having to deal with player
agents can be unpleasant at best.

With all the goings-on I have been primarily interested in a few Jewish
hockey players who have been left dangling and who hope to gain a sem-
blance of security because, as we all know, it’s a very competitive world we
live in, and none of us have yet to discover the fountain of youth. An ath-
lete, when he or she reluctantly turns 30, is age-wise on a par with a lay-
man turning 45-50 looking for work after being replaced by a young upstart
who has more energy and is a less costly hire. Go figure. Go complain to
your Premier. 

Well into July, Maple Leafs forward ZACH HYMAN, 25, signed a four-
year contract extension with an average annual value of US $ 2.25 million
- which locks him up until 2021. A very astute move by Toronto manage-
ment, because this fine hockey player is a bargain at that price. On the other
hand, Zach may have bypassed the offer and earned many more dollars
down the road, but he opted for the comfort of security. The University of
Michigan forward, who was a Hobey Baker Award finalist (presented to the
best college hockey player in the US) was soon to become an unrestricted
free agent.

The one-time fifth round pick of the Florida Panthers is highly valued by
the Leafs. In my mind the team got the bargain of the decade.

Another of my favourites, BRENDAN LEIPSIC, was left unprotected by
the Maple Leafs and the newly minted Las Vegas Golden Knights didn’t
hesitate to snap him up. Last I heard the Winnipegger, who was a one-time
Western Hockey League junior scoring sensation with the Portland
Winterhawks and his people are in serious negotiations with his new team
in Vegas. In 2016-17, with the Leafs’ number one farm team, the AHL

Toronto Marlies, Leipsic, who
stands 5’ 9” and tips the scales at
170 lbs had 18 goals and 33 assists
in only 49 games. Brendan’s prob-
lem just happened to be that the
parent club is flush with young for-
wards and it’s difficult to dominate
at each level before you gain the
opportunity to move on up. The
young man, who has speed and
smarts, has paid his dues and he’s
as ready as he’ll ever be.

Without much fanfare, the high-
est scoring Jewish player of all time
in the history of the NHL, forward
MIKE CAMMALLERI (287 goals,
326 assists, 613 points) has been
signed in the off-season by the Los
Angeles,Kings, a team he once
played with for three years. The
5’,9”, 185 lb. 35-year-old was a

second round pick out of the University of Michigan and was taken by the
Kings in the second round at No. 49 in the 2001 NHL Entry Draft. Last sea-
son with the New Jersey Devils the L.W and sometimes centre had injury
issues and played in only 61 games, scoring 10 goals and 21 assists. Good
health to the son of a Jewish mother, Ruth, and a Sicilian father.
POST PATTER:

I contacted Daniel Fink, manager of Hockey Communications of the
Manitoba Moose Hockey Club, to inquire why I couldn’t find the where-
abouts of Jessica Rosenbaum, whom I have interviewed several times due
to her having being an excellent college hockey player,  also  an important
employee in his sales department. He wrote back to share that “Jessica took
on a new position within True North out at Bell MTS Iceplex as Event and
Marketing Coordinator. I also inquired as to his own ethnic background
since I thought he might also be a lantzman.

“Despite being a Fink, I am not of the Jewish faith, though it wouldn’t
surprise me if someone down the family line was. My family tree is most-
ly Irish with a blend of pretty much everything else ethnically and reli-
giously. “

Now you can understand why trying to locate Jewish athletes knowing
only their surnames as your sole clue isn’t necessarily an ironclad guaran-
tee, is it?

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and covers
football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports to
Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-mail:
harv360@shaw.ca
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Sports

Months to go and  lots to anticipate for hockey fans everywhere 

BRENDAN LEIPSIC 
soon to be signed by the 

Las Vegas Golden Knights.

ZACH HYMAN
- a freshly signed Maple Leaf

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

Head of U.S. Conservative movement warns of
‘distancing’ between Israeli, Diaspora Jews

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Israeli and Diaspora Jewry are in a “very pre-
carious place,” the head of the Conservative movement in the United
States, Rabbi Steven Wernick, warned members of Israel’s Knesset.

Wernick, CEO of The United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism,
spoke Tuesday in front of the Knesset Committee for Immigration,
Absorption and Diaspora Affairs, which was meeting in a special session
devoted to Israel’s image abroad.

“We are on the edge; on the edge of very real, very serious and very
harmful distancing of Israeli Jewry with Diaspora Jewry,” Wernick said
in his remarks.

Wernick addressed the committee in the wake of two government deci-
sions, taken on the same day nearly two weeks ago, which “sends a mes-
sage of disrespect and delegitimization of Klal Yisrael,” he said, using a
term for the Jewish people. One decision was to freeze the agreement to
expand an egalitarian prayer section at the Western Wall. The second was
to advance legislation giving the Chief Rabbinate complete control over
conversions in Israel.

“Our feelings go beyond the intellectual, they are emotional,” he added.
“If we are brothers and sisters, if we are family, then the sense of betray-
al feels like abandonment.”

The rabbi pointed out that North American Jewry has lobbied their gov-
ernments for political, economic and strategic support for Israel; respond-
ed to the BDS movement against Israel and the United Nations’ delegit-
imization of Israel; invested billions of dollars in Israel and sent billions
in charitable contributions; supported aliyah and sent their own children
as lone soldiers.

He reiterated that Diaspora Jewish supporters of Israel do not support
Israel for any benefit. “We support Israel because we are Zionists. We
share the vision of a nation-state for the Jewish People – ‘lihiyot am chof-
shee b’artzaynu,’” or a free people in our land, he said.



Ed. note: We received the following story
from JTA early on Thursday, July 13:
By ANDREW TOBIN and MARCY OSTER

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Canada apparently
has barred wines imported from the West Bank
from being labeled as products of Israel.

The Liquor Control Board of the province of
Ontario on Tuesday asked vendors to remove
such wines from their shelves and to stop
importing them. The board cited a previously
unreported July 6 ruling by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency that wine products made
from grapes “grown, fermented, blended and
finished in the West Bank occupied territory”
could not be labeled “Product of Israel.”

In a letter detailing the new labeling policy, the
board said the government food inspection
agency had singled out the Psagot Winery and the Shiloh Winery, both in
the northern West Bank.

The owners of those wineries expressed shock at the decision, which they
said would be a major blow to their businesses. They said 60 to 70 percent
of their wine was exported, and Canada was a major market. Still, they said
under no circumstances would they remove Israel labeling from their bottles.

Amichai Lourie, the CEO of Shiloh Winery, located near the major Israeli
settlement and university town Ariel, said doing so would be equivalent to
carving “traitor” into his forehead.

“There is no bribe, there is no way it would happen that I would take off
the wine we make in Shiloh Winery the words ‘Made in Israel,’” he told
JTA on Thursday. “It’s the most ungrateful thing that a person could do to
make a product in Israel and not stand behind it and be proud.”

Yaakov Berg, the CEO of Psagot Winery, situated on a hilltop overlook-
ing the de facto Palestinian capital, Ramallah, said Canada’s decision
would do symbolic as well as financial harm to West Bank settlement
wineries like his.

“Canada is important not only because of the market, but also because of
the image. Canada is North America. It’s not some country in the Far East,”
he told JTA on Thursday. “Canada used to be our best ally. If it happens
there, who knows what’s next?”

Settlement wineries have boomed in the West Bank in the past decade or
so. According to a 2011 report, settlements in the territory are home to 29
of the more than 150 wineries in Israel and the other territories it captured
in the 1967 Six-Day War, compared to 14 in the famed Golan Heights wine
country. Several West Bank settlement winery owners reported exponential
increases in production since the early 2000s.

Ontario’s Liquor Control Board, the province’s main retailer and distrib-
utor of alcohol, said the labeling policy applied not just to the West Bank,
but also to ”any other territory occupied by Israel in 1967,” and named the
Golan Heights, eastern Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip. Because the
“Government of Canada does not recognize Israel’s sovereignty over the
territories,” it said in its letter to liquor vendors, “wine products from these
regions that are labeled as ‘Product of Israel’ would not be acceptable and
would be considered misleading.”

“We are currently seeking clarifications from the CFIA on how such
wines should be labeled in order to comply with the Food and Drugs Act,”
the board added.

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency did not immediately respond to
JTA’s interview request.

In a statement Wednesday, the Jewish advocacy group B’nai Brith
Canada came out against what it called the agency’s “disturbing decision”
and said it expected the agency “will soon rescind its recent decision to
order the removal of certain Israeli wines from store shelves.”

The Toronto-based Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center said it is con-
testing the policy.

“We consider any action which promotes the so-called Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) campaign against Israel as antisemitic,”
it said.

But, hold on - later that same day we received the following story from
JTA:

Canada reverses ban on labeling West Bank
products as 'Made in Israel'

(JTA) -- Canadian authorities withdrew a guideline that prevented goods
produced in the West Bank from being labeled "Made in Israel."

In a statement released Thursday, the Canadian Food and Inspection
Agency said that two wines that had fallen under the labeling ban did in
fact "adhere" to the Canada-Israel Free Trade Agreement and could be sold
as labeled.

The two wines, both produced in the West Bank, were temporarily with-
drawn from liquor store shelves in the province of Ontario, raising an
uproar among Jewish groups and Israeli diplomats.

Jewish organizations that lobbied heavily
against the labeling restriction welcomed the
news.

"We are excited and relieved to hear that
through the actions of CIJA and the response of
the Government of Canada, CFIA has revoked
this directive and affirmed that these products
can be sold without relabeling," read a statement
from the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs, the
advocacy arm of  UJA Federation of Greater
Toronto. "We commend the Government of
Canada for moving quickly to rescind the deci-
sion."

The CIJA and other Jewish groups objected that
the labeling restrictions unfairly singled out Israel
for censure and aided the efforts of the Boycott,
Sanctions and Divestment movement targeting

Israel.
Israel and Canada signed a free trade agreement in 1996.
“We did not fully consider the Canada-Israel Free Trade Agreement

(CIFTA),” the subsequent Canadian Food and Inspection Agency statement
reads. “These wines adhere to the Agreement and therefore we can confirm
that the products in question can be sold as currently labelled.”

An official for B'nai Brith Canada, speaking to the National Post, said he
was told by a “high-ranking official” in the government that a “low-level
person” at the Canadian Food and Inspection Agency had made the initial
labeling decision without seeking authority from the federal government.
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Canada bars West Bank wines from being labeled ‘Product of Israel’...
then reverses that decision later in the same week!

Amichai Lourie showing off the vat room at
his Shiloh Winery, in the Shiloh West Bank
settlement, June 21, 2017. (Andrew Tobin photo)
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